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Abstract

The notion of identity-based encryption (IBE) was proposed as an economical alternative to

public-key infrastructures. IBE is also a useful building block in various cryptographic primitives

such as searchable encryption. A generalization of IBE is attribute-based encryption (ABE). A

major application of ABE is fine-grained cryptographic access control of data. Research on these

topics is still actively continuing.

However, security and privacy of IBE and ABE are hinged on the assumption that the au-

thority which setups the system is honest. Our study aims to reduce this trust assumption.

The inherent key escrow of IBE has sparkled numerous debates in the cryptography/security

community. A curious key generation center (KGC) can simply generate the user’s private

key to decrypt a ciphertext. However, can a KGC still decrypt if it does not know the intended

recipient of the ciphertext? This question is answered by formalizing KGC anonymous ciphertext

indistinguishability (ACI − KGC). All existing practical pairing-based IBE schemes without

random oracles do not achieve this notion. In this thesis, we propose an IBE scheme with

ACI − KGC, and a new system architecture with an anonymous secret key generation protocol

such that the KGC can issue keys to authenticated users without knowing the list of users’

identities. This also matches the practice that authentication should be done with the local

registration authorities. Our proposal can be viewed as mitigating the key escrow problem in a

new dimension.

For ABE, it is not realistic to trust a single authority to monitor all attributes and hence

distributing control over many attribute-authorities is desirable. A multi-authority ABE scheme

vi



can be realized with a trusted central authority (CA) which issues part of the decryption key

according to a user’s global identifier (GID). However, this CA may have the power to decrypt

every ciphertext, and the use of a consistent GID allowed the attribute-authorities to collectively

build a full profile with all of a user’s attributes. This thesis proposes a solution without the

trusted CA and without compromising users’ privacy, thus making ABE more usable in practice.

Underlying both contributions are our new privacy-preserving architectures enabled by bor-

rowing techniques from anonymous credential.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

S ecrecy of communication has been a concern of people since ancient times. Encryption

“encodes” or “scrambles” data into an “unreadable” form to ensure secrecy. The study

carried out in this thesis is to improve the modern encryption systems, which include identity-

based encryption and a more general notion of attribute-based encryption. In this chapter, we

first take a look of the major steps in the evolution of the idea of encryption – from Caesar

cipher before Christ, to identity-based encryption (IBE) and attribute-based encryption (ABE)

nowadays. After a discussion on the benefits brought by IBE and ABE over their predecessors,

we point out their shortcomings regarding user privacy, and survey existing attempts to address

them. Finally, we describe our new architectures for IBE and ABE which constitute the main

contribution of this thesis.

1.1 Evolution of Encryption

1.1.1 From Secret-Key Encryption to Public-Key Encryption

Secret writing is what people have been doing over several thousand years. In Greek, it is called

“kryptos” (secret) “grapho” (writing), which leads to the English word “cryptography”. If you

know nothing about Greek, probably “kryptos grapho” is already a kind of secret writing to you.

It is an example of encryption by substitution. The Arabs were the first to protect texts by using

digits to substitute for letters. The earliest well-known cryptosystem (a system for encoding and
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decoding messages using cryptography) dates back to the first century BC, which is known as

Caesar cipher now. This is also a type of substitution cipher. The encryption process substitutes

each letter in the plaintext (the original message before encryption) by a letter some fixed number

of positions down the alphabet.

In the history of cryptology up to 1975, encryption (encoding the plaintext into ciphertext)

and decryption (the reverse of encryption) algorithm of all the cryptosystems employ the same

key. This means the encryption key ek, held by the principal who encrypts a message, and the

decryption key dk, held by the one who will receive the ciphertext and decrypt it, are the same.

Taking Caesar cipher as an example, we can consider the fixed number of positions shifted in

the plaintext as both the encryption key and the decryption key. Such kind of cryptosystems is

known as symmetric-key cryptosystem.

The symmetric nature of the encryption and the decryption keys requires a key to be agreed

upon by the two communicating parties by some possibly non-cryptographic means; for example,

a face-to-face meeting, such that no one else knows any part of the key. In other words, a prior

shared secret should be established by an authenticated and private communications channel

before a cryptosystem can be used.

In practice, various difficulties may arise to distribute keys. After all, the task of establishing

a secret is closely related to the original goal of an encryption system. In 1975 (when the

preprint version of the paper was first distributed), Diffie and Hellman [DH76b] proposed a

protocol for establishing a shared secret-key over a public (but still authenticated) communication

channel, without using any prior shared secret. Eavesdroppers can still read the transcripts of

communication generated during the execution of the protocol, but cannot derivate the session

key that the protocol participants compute locally and secretly. The protocol is now known as

Diffie-Hellman key exchange, or Diffie-Hellman-Merkle key exchange as suggested by Hellman in

2002, in recognition of the influence by Merkle’s work [Mer78] (now known as Merkle’s puzzle).

This discovery was considered as a brand new concept in the field which was named as public-key

cryptography, where ek and dk are different and ek can be made public. Public-key cryptosystems

are also referred to as asymmetric cryptosystems.

Diffie and Hellman [DH76a] introduced the concept of one-way trapdoor functions and pointed

out that their asymmetric nature is very useful in constructing public-key encryption systems.
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Informally, it is easy to evaluate the one-way trapdoor function but it is difficult to invert it unless

certain trapdoor information is known. The modulo exponentiation used in the Diffie-Hellman

protocol is a possible candidate for realizing a one-way function. (Roughly speaking, inverting

the modulo exponentiation is known as the discrete logarithm problem.) The knowledge of the

exponent may act as a trapdoor for computing function which is otherwise difficult. In 1977,

based on the factoring problem, Rivest, Shamir and Adleman proposed a public key encryption

scheme (and a digital signature scheme) in Gardner’s column on Mathematical Games in Scientific

American [Gar77]. Nowadays this cryptosystem is known as RSA named after its inventors

[RSA78].

Since then, many encryption, digital signature, key agreement, and other public-key schemes

have been developed, such as the ElGamal cryptosystem [Gam84] and the DSA signature [NIS94].

Similar to Diffie-Hellman protocol, their security is related to the intractability of the discrete

logarithm problem. In 1985, Koblitz [Kob87] and Miller [Mil85] independently suggest the use

elliptic curves in cryptography. Public key systems enabled by elliptic curves often provide

smaller key sizes and faster operations for an equivalent level of expected security. The security

of elliptic curve based systems relies on the assumption that finding the discrete logarithm (of a

random elliptic curve element with respect to a publicly-known base point) is difficult.

1.1.2 From Public Key Encryption to Identity-Based Encryption

The goal of using encryption is to ensure that only the intended recipient can decrypt the message.

In public key encryption, the sender specifies the intended recipient by encrypting with respect

to the public key ek, such that only the owner of the decryption key dk corresponding to ek is

able to decrypt. However, the public key is usually a “random” string that is unrelated to the

identity of its owner. When the message recipient is online and authenticated communication

channels are available, we can resort to key-exchange protocol like Diffie-Hellman protocol to

have confidential communication. But for an unsecured public network such as the Internet, it

is not clear how to ensure who is the owner of a key.

While it is difficult for an individual to authenticate all other parties over the network, one

can rely on a trusted third party to perform the authentication on behalf. One way to getting this
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trust is to rely on the help of an infrastructure which is known as public key infrastructure (PKI).

In PKI, a trusted-by-all party called certificate authority (CA) provides a digital certificate to

each entity, may it be an individual or an organization. Via the certificate, the CA certifies

the relationship between an identity and a public key. In this way, the public key represents an

entity in the electronic world, while the corresponding private key can be used to decrypt the

encrypted document that is directed to this entity (or can be used to digitally sign an electronic

document). A critical component of a certificate is an unforgeable signature issued by the CA

which is signing on a user’s public key.

Unfortunately, PKI has not been adopted as widely or as quickly as hoped, despite many years

of effort. There are many well documented reasons [Gut02] about the difficulty of deploying the

technology by the service providers (such as maintaining a gigantic online certificate directory)

and the difficulty of using the technology by users (such as the strict online requirement and

difficulty of locating the certificate). There is also privacy issue associated: the certificate must

be accessible to the user of the PKI system and hence a vast amount of information about the

certificate entities is made available to the world. Another major problem is that users must first

subscribe to the PKI in order to receive an encrypted message since the message sender must

obtain an authorized certificate that contains the public key of the recipient. As potential users

are unable to assess the potential value of PKI before subscribing, this creates a “chicken-and-egg”

situation.

In 1984, Shamir [Sha84] introduced the notion of identity-based (ID-based) cryptography to

solve the certificate management problem (or the public key distribution problem). The feature

that differentiates identity-based encryption (IBE) schemes from other public key encryption

schemes lies in the way a public and private key pair is set up – every arbitrary string is a valid

public key. There is a trusted authority, called the key generation center (KGC), responsible

for the generation of private keys after user authentications. Private key generation applies

the KGC’s master secret key to the users’ identities. The major benefit of this approach is to

largely reduce the need for processing and storage of public key certificates under traditional

PKI. Nevertheless, the advantages come with a major drawback which is known as the escrow

problem. The KGC could decrypt any message addressed to a user by generating that user’s

private key. In other words, the KGC is trusted to be not “curious”. The associated risks have
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been heavily discussed in the literature (e.g., [AAB+97]).

1.1.3 From Identity-Based Encryption to Attribute-Based Encryption

In IBE, the identity associated with a user secret key must match exactly with the identity

associated with the ciphertext to make decryption possible. This strict requirement may be

considered as a shortcoming in certain scenarios. For example, when someone mistyped a single

character when inputting the identity string in the encryption interface, the ciphertext can never

be decrypted by the intended recipient. While it may not be a perfect example to illustrate that

some error tolerance is desirable (e.g., should we allow “Sherman” to decrypt the ciphertext for

“Sheryl”?), there do exist applications where such an error is natural and should be tolerated, such

as using noisy biometric measurements as identities. In view of this, Sahai and Waters [SW05]

proposed a fuzzy IBE scheme, which some error around the chosen identity can be tolerated.

Further generalizing this concept, fuzzy IBE can be used to support “attribute-based encryp-

tion” (ABE) [SW05], in which encryption can be done with respect to a set of entities who share

a certain set of attributes. For example, in an enterprise scenario, some classified documents

related to the recruitment of new research staff might be encrypted in a way such that either the

long-term staff from the research department or the employee at the management level from the

human-resource department can decrypt.

One may consider that the functionality of ABE can be realized by composing multiple

IBE systems. Taking the above example, an authority of the system may assign keys for the at-

tributes “long-term”, “research”, “management” and “human-resource” as identity strings. That

is roughly the underlying idea of the older IBE-based access control systems [Sma03, BHS04].

However, in these systems, malicious users may collude together by sharing their secret keys, such

as creating a composite key for “management” level of “research” department when a human-

resource manager and a short-term research staff collude. For both biometric applications and

access control applications, it is essential for an ABE scheme to have collusion resistance, which

guarantees that two colluding users cannot pool their keys to decrypt a message that they are

not entitled to.
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The Need for Multiple Authorities. The deployment implications of earlier ABE systems

such as [SW05, GPSW06] may not be entirely realistic, in that it assumes the existence of a single

trusted party who monitors all attributes and issues all decryption keys. Instead, we often have

different entities responsible for monitoring different attributes of a person, e.g. the Department

of Motor Vehicles tests whether you can drive, a university can certify that you are a student,

etc. Thus, Chase [Cha07] gave a multi-authority ABE scheme which supports many different

authorities operating simultaneously, each handing out secret keys for a different set of attributes.

However, as we will see in the next section, there are still some trust issues regarding the well

behaviour of the authority which setups the whole system.

1.2 Problem Statement and Previous Work

The problem we would like to solve in this thesis is

“Can we reduce trust the users need to place in identity-/attribute-based encryption?”

1.2.1 Security and Privacy Problems of IBE

Assuming that each user has a unique identity in an IBE system, a natural security requirement

is that no attacker can read the plaintext encrypted to a user without knowing that user’s private

key. However, when the KGC is the attacker, the user has no security at all. This is due to the

basic functionality requirement of IBE ensuring that any party who owns the master secret key

can perform user private key generation, and all it takes for decryption is a user private key.

Indeed, that is a problem also related to the privacy issue of IBE – the KGC knows the

identity of all users of the system since it is responsible for user authentication. The KGC could

decrypt any message addressed to a user by generating that user’s private key.

1.2.2 Security and Privacy Problems of Multi-Authority ABE

Existing solution for multi-authority ABE is not ideal. There are two main problems: one concern

of security of the encryption, the other the privacy of the users.
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Security Problem. The solution presented in [Cha07] assumed the presence of a single trusted

“central authority” (CA) in addition to the attribute authorities. This CA did not manage any

attributes, but was responsible for issuing each user a unique key. It also needs to store the

master secrets of each of the attribute authorities, so it has the power to decrypt any ciphertext.

This decryption power seems somehow contradictory to the original motivation of distributing

control of the attributes over many potentially untrusted authorities. Indeed, the secret owned

by this CA is very similar in nature to the master secret key held by the KGC in IBE.

Privacy Problem. The privacy problem of (multi-authority) ABE is more subtle and deserves

more explanations. Recall that in a multi-authority ABE system, each authority is responsible

for different set of attributes. For efficiency concern of a practical deployment, we want to allow

them to issue decryption keys independently, without having to communicate with one another.

In order to prevent collusion in such a setting, we need some consistent notion of user identity,

as argued in [Cha07]. Otherwise, a user could easily obtain keys from one authority and then

give them all to a friend. Hence, each user should have a unique global identifier (GID), which

they must present to each authority, and to require that the user prove in some way that he is

the owner of the GID he presents. (Further discussion on these properties of GID can be found

in [Cha07].)

Unfortunately, the mere existence of GID makes it very hard for the users to guarantee any

kind of privacy. Because a user must present the same GID to each authority, it is very easy

for colluding authorities to pool their data and build a “complete profile” of all of the attributes

corresponding to each GID. However, this might be undesirable, particularly if the user uses

the ABE system in many different settings, and wishes to keep information about some of those

settings private.

This situation seems to be unavoidable if all one’s attributes are determined by some kind

of public identity like a name or a social security number – in that case users will need to

identify themselves in order to get the decryption key for each attribute, so privacy is unavoidably

compromised. However, there are many attributes which do not belong to this category. The

ability to drive is a good example. One should be able to prove the ability to do something in

an examination and then get the corresponding credential, without presenting any identifying
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information. Alternatively, one might interact with a service via a pseudonym (e.g. a login name)

and wish to obtain attributes relating to this interaction without revealing one’s full identity.

Regardless, as the attribute-authorities (AAs) are responsible for managing each user’s at-

tributes, it seems inevitable that they will learn which subsets of its attributes are held by different

users. However, we could imagine applications where some of the authorities are different on-

line service providers giving attributes related to online activities like blog or wiki contributions,

access to online news sites, participation in social networking sites, or purchases at an online

store. In this case, it would make sense for the user to be able to maintain different, unlinkable

attribute sets with each authority. At the same time, it also makes sense for each AA to gather

the statistics of their system usage (e.g. the number of users subscribed a particular service as

indicated by the number of users who requested a decryption key for a certain attribute) without

compromising individual’s privacy.

1.3 Existing Works

1.3.1 Attempts in Reducing Trust in the KGC

Inherent key-escrow of IBE is a well-known problem and there are various different attempts to

address this problem.

Accountable IBE. In accountable IBE [Goy07] (AIBE), the trust in the KGC is reduced in

another dimension, such that the KGC is discouraged from leaking or selling any user secret key.

Consider an IBE scheme with an exponential number of user secret keys for any given identity,

such that deriving any other secret key from any one of them (without the knowledge of the

master secret key) is intractable; if the key issuing protocol ensures that the user can obtain

a user private key without letting the KGC know which one it is, we can conclude that the

KGC must be the one who leaks the user private key if a user can show the existence of two

private keys for the same identity. Goyal [Goy07] showed that Gentry-IBE [Gen06] satisfies the

aforementioned properties, and proposed the corresponding key issuing protocol. This protocol

also works with our modified Gentry-IBE to be presented in Section 4.4, which is a scheme

achieves our new security notion advocated in this thesis.
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Another AIBE scheme that is based on Waters-IBE [Wat05] and Sahai-Waters fuzzy IBE

[SW05] was also proposed in [Goy07]. Goyal et al. [GLSW08] later proposed a black-box account-

able IBE (BBAIBE). However, these schemes are not secure under our new security definition

(OW −KGC-security, to be defined in Section 4.2.4) which indicates that accountability and our

notion is independent.

KGC-Anonymous ID-based KEM. Independent of our work, anonymity against an honest

but curious KGC attack was considered by Izabachène and Pointcheval [IP08]. Their notion

of key anonymity with respective to authority (KwrtA), given in the context of identity-based

key-encapsulation mechanism (IB-KEM), requires the adversary to guess between the two possi-

bilities of recipient identity, with the master secret key and the challenge ciphertext, but without

the ephemeral session key. In the context of IBE, the ciphertext always contain a component

which encrypts the message by this session key. Taking it away means that the challenge is

“incomplete” since partial knowledge of it can be seen in the ciphertext produced by IBE. Hence,

the real-world impact on IBE given by their security notion may be unclear. Nevertheless, they

showed that an IB-KEM with this KwrtA-anonymity and ID-based non-malleability (another new

notion in [IP08]) is a useful tool for constructing password-authenticated key exchange protocols.

Relationships between our notion and theirs will become apparent in Section 4.4.3.

Distributed KGCs. A standard method to avoid the inherent key escrow is to split the master

secret key to multiple KGCs. The user private key generation is then done in a threshold manner,

where each KGC uses a share of the master secret key to generate a private key component for

a user. In our approach, the master secret key is not distributed. It is always possible to have

this key distribution on top of our idea if an extra layer of protection is desirable.

1.3.2 Shortcomings of Existing Multi-Authority ABE Systems

Similar to the distributed KGC approach in IBE, it seems natural that one might want to divide

control of the various attributes in an ABE system over many different authorities. Prior to our

work, the only multi-authority (key-policy) ABE schemes we are aware of are Chase’s original

proposal [Cha07] and the recent Lin et al. extension [LCLS08]. Both schemes operate in a setting
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where multiple authorities are responsible for disjoint sets of attributes. The disadvantages of

Chase’s scheme have already been discussed in Section 1.2.2.

The scheme of Lin et al. [LCLS08], like the scheme we will present in this thesis, has the

advantage that it does not rely on a central authority. However, their scheme only achieves

m-resilience, in that security is only guaranteed against a maximum of m colluding users. (In

contrast, the results of [Cha07] and our new results consider a much stronger model, which

remains secure against any number of colluding users.) And this is not merely an issue of formal

security: Lin et al. demonstrated a collusion attack of m+1 users [LCLS08]. In their scheme m is

the number of secret keys that each authority obtains from a distributed key generation protocol.

(This also means m must be determined when the system is initialized.) Clearly, for a large-

scale system, m should set reasonably high in order to guarantee security (a very loose desirable

lower bound should be N2, where N is the number of authorities). This imposes burdens on

the interactive distributed key generation protocol among all the authorities, and on their secure

storage. Finally, O(m) online modular operations are required by each authority to issue secret

keys to a user. We further note that this weaker notion of security seems undesirable. It may

be of commercial interest to have as many users as possible, yet it simultaneously increases the

risk of being compromised. (Even if users themselves are not malicious, one might worry about

malware on a user’s machine, or information leaked unintentionally through side channels.) Thus,

we argue that it is still a very important open problem to design an efficient and secure multi-

authority ABE scheme without a trusted CA, and this is one of the problems we will attempt to

solve here.

An attempt to devise a multi-authority (ciphertext-policy) ABE scheme has been made in

[MKE09], under the naming of S distributed ABE. However, there exists a special authority for

creating key for each user, and the master secret for doing so is also a trapdoor which allows

decryption of every ciphertext.

1.4 Our Contributions

We formally study how the “inherent” escrow can be removed from identity-based encryption.

Our approach addresses this problem in a new dimension that has not been considered before.
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The solution is more than a formalization of the new security requirement and a construction of

an IBE scheme that satisfy the new requirement. We also propose a new architecture that is not

only privacy-friendly to the users but also makes the authentication process more convenient.

The second part of the thesis presents a multi-authority ABE with user privacy and without

the trusted authority. These requirements are non-trivial to satisfy, due in both cases to the

collusion resistance requirement of ABE.

1.4.1 Removing Escrow from Identity-Based Encryption

To escape from the eye of the KGC, two users may execute an interactive key agreement protocol

(e.g. [CC07]) to establish a session key known only to themselves, or the recipient can setup

another key pair and employ certificateless encryption [ARP03, Cho08, CRR08, DLP08], which

is a two-factor encryption method involving both IBE and public key encryption. However, one

of the main benefits of IBE is lost – it is no longer true that a ciphertext can be prepared without

any action by the recipient.

Can anonymity help confidentiality?

We try to use anonymity against a malicious KGC to fight against the escrow problem. If the

KGC does not know the intended recipient of the ciphertext, is it still possible for it to decrypt

on behalf of the user? We answer this question by introducing the notions of KGC one-wayness

(OW −KGC) and KGC anonymous ciphertext indistinguishability (ACI − KGC). Current study

of IBE only considers anonymity against malicious users’ attack, except a recent and independent

work [IP08] which considers the application of KGC-anonymous IBE in password-authenticated

key exchange but without any application in the context of IBE itself.

We find that (to the best of our knowledge) no existing practical (pairing-based) IBE schemes

without random oracles can achieve the weakest notion of confidentiality OW −KGC, no matter

whether it is user-anonymous. In view of this, we show to equip Gentry’s IBE scheme [Gen06]

with ACI − KGC in the standard model.
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1.4.2 New Key Management Architecture and Techniques

How can KGC not know the users’ identities?

Our notion of ACI − KGC minimizes the damage of master secret key exposure, providing pro-

tection against adversaries who hold the master secret key but not the list of user identities.

However, it is natural for the KGC to have this list. By generating all possible user private keys,

the KGC can decrypt all ciphertexts. In view of this, we propose a new system architecture to

prevent the KGC from knowing it.

We acknowledge that the KGC can always try to derive all possible user private keys according

to a certain “dictionary”. It seems that there is not much we can do to protect ourselves against

a strong adversary like the KGC in this situation. Nevertheless our notion is useful when there

is some min-entropy from the identities (e.g. biometric identity [SW05]). On the other hand,

nothing can be gained if one always stores the identity with the ciphertext.1

We separate the tasks of authentication and key issuing, hence our system architecture em-

ploys two parties, namely, an identity-certifying authority (or ICA in short) and a KGC. This

setting is different from a typical ID-based cryptosystem, but actually better matches the prac-

tice that authentication should be done with the local registration authorities, especially when

the KGC is not globally available to authenticate users.

The master secret is still solely owned by the KGC. In particular, it is not spilt across

two authorities, in contrast with the distributed KGCs approach. The ICA is responsible for

issuing some kind of certificates, but it does not need to store any of them, and only the KGC

is required to verify the certificate. After obtaining the private key, users do not require any

further interaction with these authorities for decryption. Last but not least, the certificate is not

used anywhere else in the system, i.e. the encryption itself is still purely ID-based.

Under this model, we show that one can put anonymous ciphertext indistinguishability in

practice. We give a design of the anonymous private key issuing protocol, and present a concrete

protocol construction for Gentry-IBE.

1Don’t write your address on a tag with your key to guide the thief who picked it up.
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1.4.3 Removing the Trusted Authority from Multi-Authority ABE

Before our discussion, we first briefly describe how collusion resistance can be obtained for single

authority ABE. The key trick is that the components of private key for a given user is associated

with a randomly chosen polynomial. When multiple users collude, it is hard for them to combine

their private key components in any useful way since the associated polynomials do not match.

This technique cannot be easily generalized in multi-authority case, since it relies on the fact

that the single authority can generate all components of a user’s keys at once, to ensure that

they can only be used together, and cannot be combined with any other user’s keys.

Now we are ready to discuss the difficulty in removing the trusted CA from a multi-authority

ABE. To see why the CA is crucial in Chase’s system [Cha07], the intuition was that, for each user,

each attribute authority (AA) would use his own secret (not known by other AAs) to generate

a share of a system-wide master secret key. The authorities needed to be able to generate

these shares independently (i.e., without communicating with any other authority during user

key issuing). At the same time, in order to prevent collusion it is necessary to use a different

sharing for each user. This made it difficult to guarantee that all shares always add up to the

same master secret. The solution was to have the CA issue each user a special value to cancel

out all these shares from the AAs and enable the user to “recover” a function of the system-wide

master secret key. Obviously, this computation requires the CA to know the master secret of the

system, and the secret information of each AA. This implies that it must also have the power to

decrypt any ciphertext.

Thus, in this work, we ask whether it would be possible to instead distribute the functionality

of the CA over all of the AAs, so that as long as some of them are honest, the scheme will still be

secure. Under an appropriate model, our proposed scheme can be provably secure as long as at

least one of the AAs is honest. The new solution uses techniques for distributed pseudorandom

functions (PRF) introduced in [NPR99].

1.4.4 Privacy-Preserving Attribute-Based Key Issuing

We also present an anonymous key issuing protocol which allows multi-authority ABE with the

following two enhanced privacy properties.
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1. We allow the users to communicate with AAs via pseudonyms instead of having to provide

their GIDs in the clear, and

2. We prevent the AAs from pooling their data and linking multiple attribute sets belonging

to the same user.

This idea is closely related to the notion of anonymous credential, but in fact it is not straight-

forward to satisfy our security and privacy requirements simultaneously. First, the existing con-

structions for multi-authority ABE schemes (by Chase [Cha07] and Lin et al. [LCLS08]) require

that the user presents the GID in the clear to each authority. The authority then uses this GID to

generate the user’s decryption keys, in order to ensure collusion-resistance. This obviously does

not provide any user privacy. On the other hand, if the user was allowed to present a different

anonymized value to each authority, then we would no longer be able to guarantee the security of

the multi-authority ABE against colluding users. To the best of our knowledge, there is no prior

study in privacy-preserving issuing of credential that can be used as a decryption key. Actually,

it is arguably easier to design an anonymous credential than an anonymous attribute-based key

issuing protocol since the credential is just for verification. In our case, the “credential” should

have enough structure that is useful for decryption of the ciphertext according to the embedded

policy.

Our protocol is “generic” in the sense that it can be applied to Chase’s system (with a little

modification) in a rather straightforward manner and our proposed scheme which removes the

CA. In the latter case the keys are a bit more complex, so we need somewhat more involved

techniques. Moreover, our protocol can been seen as a generalization of the oblivious PRF

techniques of Jarecki and Liu [JL09].

1.5 Synopsis

This thesis is structured in three parts.

Part I presents and explains relevant background material. In this chapter, we give an overall

idea on evolution of encryption technology, the problem we want to solve in this thesis, how

previous work address this problem and our contributions. Next chapter continues our exposition
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of encryption technology, in particular identity-based encryption and attribute-based encryption.

Their applications will also be described. Chapter 3 contains the technical preliminaries that help

the understanding the rest of the thesis.

Part II and Part III present the results of this thesis on identity-based encryption and attribute-

based encryption respectively. The organizations of these two parts can be found in the respective

chapters. We then conclude the thesis with some possible research directions.

� End of chapter.
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Chapter 2

Related Work

H istory of the development of identity-based encryption and attribute-based encryption

will be presented in this chapter. To motivate this study further, we will discuss various

applications of these two notions. Readers who are more interested in the result of this thesis

may skip this chapter.

2.1 Development of Identity-Based Encryption

The concept of IBE was formulated by Shamir in 1984 [Sha84]. Satisfactory proposals for IBE

did not exist until nearly two decades afterward, when Boneh and Franklin [BF01] and Sakai et

al. [SOK01] presented two IBE solutions based on pairing and full-domain hash to elliptic curve

points (referred to as FDH-IBE).

Reduction Improvement. Since Boneh-Franklin’s work (BF-IBE), there has been a flurry of

variants. For improving the security reduction in the random oracle model, Attrapadung et al.

[AFG+06] worked out an FDH-IBE having two public keys for an identity, an idea which was

used to improve the security reduction of FDH signature and has been outlined in [GJKW07].

Galindo [Gal05] gave a variant of BF-IBE using another transformation technique (different

from the one in [BF01]) to get adaptive chosen-ciphertext security (CCA2) due to Fujisaki and

Okamoto [FO00]. Modifying BF-IBE, Libert and Quisquater [LQ05] gave an IBE without redun-

dancy [PP03]. An adoption of the tag-KEM framework [AGKS05] with the implicit KEM (key
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encapsulation mechanism) in BF-IBE was proposed in [ZI05] All these schemes share a similar

ACI − KGC analysis.

Multi-Recipient and Hierarchical ID-Based Encryption (HIBE). In HIBE, the work-

load of private key generation of a single root KGC is delegated to many lower-level KGCs. Gentry

and Silverberg proposed the first full-blown (compared with [HL02]) HIBE (GS-HIBE) [GS02].

For encrypting to multiple recipients more efficiently than in the straightforward approach, multi-

recipient IBE was proposed by Baek et al. (BSS-MIBE) [BSNS05]. An extension of [BSNS05]

with shorter ciphertext was proposed in [LQ05]. These schemes bear similarities to GS-HIBE.

Exponent-Inversion IBE. Sakai and Kasahara [SK03] proposed another IBE (SK-IBE) with

a private key derivation algorithm based on exponent-inversion, which is different from FDH-

IBE. Instead of using a full-domain hash mapping to points on an elliptic curve, identity strings

are hashed to a finite prime-order cyclic group and exponent-inversion is used to derive the user

secret key. The CCA2-security of SK-IBE is proven in another work [CC05], albeit in the random

oracle model.

The first exponent-inversion IBE in the standard model was proposed by Boneh and Boyen

[BB04a] (hereinafter referred to as BB-EIIBE), which offers selective-ID security. (More details

about selective-ID security and adaptive-ID security will be given in the next chapter.) Using the

chameleon hashing technique due to Waters [Wat05], an extension of [BB04a] with adaptive-ID

security was proposed in [Kil07]. Since only the way of hashing the identity is changed, they

share the same ACI − KGC analysis.

Standard Model (Commutative-Blinding). Boneh and Boyen proposed selective-ID IBE

and HIBE schemes in [BB04a] (hereinafter referred to as BB-(H)IBE). Shortly afterward, they

gave an adaptive-ID version [BB04b]. Waters simplified [BB04b] in [Wat05], and gave a fuzzy

version with Sahai in [SW05]. Extending from [Wat05], Kiltz and Galindo [GK06] gave a CCA2

ID-based key encapsulation without using any explicit transformation, and Kiltz and Vahlis

[KV08] gave an efficient CCA2 ID-based key encapsulation scheme using authenticated symmet-

ric encryption. Extending from [SW05], Boldyreva et al. [BGK08] gave an IBE with efficient

revocation.
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Regarding HIBE, [BB04b] and [Wat05] suggested HIBE extensions similar to the approach

in [BB04a]. An HIBE with constant-size ciphertext was proposed in [BBG05], which was later

made adaptive-ID secure in [CS06d]. Generalizations of the selective-ID model for HIBE, with

two HIBE constructions, were proposed in [CS06a]. HIBE with short public parameters was

proposed in [CS06b]. A multi-recipient IBE and a parallel key-insulated IBE in standard model

were proposed in [CS06c] and [WLCM06] respectively. An ID-based broadcast encryption with

adaptive security (GW-IBBE) was recently proposed in [GW09].

Despite their apparent versatility (e.g. different ways of generating public keys from identi-

ties), all these schemes use a similar implicit key encapsulation method. As a result, they share

a similar ACI − KGC analysis (all of them are not OW −KGC secure). Finally, [CS05, Nac07]

studied the tradeoff between key size and security reduction for [Wat05].

Standard Model (with User Anonymity). Boyen and Waters [BW06] proposed an anony-

mous IBE scheme (BW-IBE) and the first anonymous HIBE (AHIBE). It has been suggested in

[BW06] that AHIBE can obtain adaptive security by the hashing technique of Waters [Wat05].

Similar to the extension of [BB04a] in [Kil07], whether the hashing technique is used or not does

not affect the ACI − KGC analysis. Recently, [BBG05] has been made anonymous in [SKOS09].

Although these schemes are anonymous, they can be shown to be not OW −KGC-secure in a

similar way to BB-(H)IBE.

Gentry’s scheme also provides anonymity in the standard model [Gen06]. It has been extended

by Kiltz and Vahlis using authenticated symmetric encryption for better efficiency (KV-IBE)

[KV08], and by Libert and Vergnaud for more efficient weak black-box accountable IBE (LV-

IBE) [LV09]. We will show that Gentry-IBE can be madeACI − KGC secure, but interestingly, its

extensions [KV08, LV09] are not. Actually, LV-IBE mixes commutative-blinding and exponent-

inversion – its OW −KGC-security can be broken similar to breaking BB-EIIBE or BB-(H)IBE.

Generalizations of IBE. Recently, there have been many generalizations of IBE, such as

hidden-vector encryption [BW07], predicate encryption [KSW10] and spatial encryption [BH08].

However, these specific constructions can be shown to be not OW −KGC-secure.
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Some Other IBE Schemes. The discussion above covers most of the IBE schemes which

are constructed from pairings. IBE schemes without pairings exist but they are still relatively

inefficient. Some other IBE schemes which were proposed in a weaker security model are also

not investigated in this work.

Cocks [Coc01] proposed an IBE scheme based on the quadratic residuosity, encryption is

done at bit-level and thus inefficient. Au and Wei [AW04] later proposed an IBE based on the

composite degree residuosity, which also encrypts a single bit at a time. It has been shown in

[BCOP04] that [Coc01] is not user-anonymous. A space-efficient IBE without pairing which also

relies on the quadratic residuosity problem is proposed [BGH07]. An anonymous extension is

also presented.

The early IBE systems in standard model are only shown to be secure against a weaker

adversary, which is required to commit to an identity it intended to attack before it learns the

system parameter. Canetti et al. [CHK07] proposed this “selective-ID” model and an IBE scheme

in this weaker model without random oracles. However, their construction is inefficient since a

pairing operation is required for every bit in the identity.

The HIBE scheme by Horwitz and Lynn [HL02] is not a full-blown one since it supports only

two levels of identities and only resistant against limited collusion at the second level. Heng and

Kurosawa proposed a k-resilient IBE [HK04] in the standard model, where the adversary can

corrupt up to a maximum of k users. The parameter k is pre-determined at the Setup stage and

grows linearly with the parameter size. Their scheme coincide with Dodis et al.’s key-insulated

encryption scheme [DKXY02]. Their scheme’s user-anonymity has been utilized to derive a public

key encryption with keyword searches [Kha06] (More details in Section 2.3).

2.2 Attribute-Based Encryption for Different Policies

We often identify people by their attributes. ABE is actually a generalization of IBE (identity-

based encryption [Sha84]): in an IBE system, ciphertexts are associated with only one attribute

(the identity). In 2005, Sahai and Waters [SW05] proposed a system (described in more recent

terminology as a key-policy attribute-based encryption (KP-ABE) system for threshold policies)

in which a sender can encrypt a message specifying an attribute set and a number d, such
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that only a recipient with at least d of the given attributes can decrypt the message. Goyal

et al. [GPSW06] proposed a KP-ABE scheme which supports any monotonic access formula

consisting of AND, OR, or threshold gates. A construction for KP-ABE with non-monotonic

access structures (which also include NOT gates, i.e. negative constraints in a key’s access

formula) was proposed by Ostrovsky, Sahai and Waters [OSW07]. All of these schemes are

characterized as key-policy ABE since the access structure is specified in the private key, while

the attributes are used to describe the ciphertexts.

The roles of the ciphertexts and keys are reversed in the ciphertext-policy ABE (CP-ABE)

introduced by Bethencourt, Sahai and Waters [BSW07], in that the ciphertext is encrypted with

an access policy chosen by an encryptor but a key is simply created with respect to an attributes

set. Their scheme supports tree-based access structure, but its security is argued in the generic

group model (GGM). Subsequently, Cheung and Newport [CN07] proposed a CP-ABE scheme

in the standard model. Their scheme supports AND of attributes or negation of attributes, by

using different parameters for all three possible cases (positive, negative and wildcard or “don’t

care”) of every single attribute. Finally, Waters [Wat08] proposed CP-ABE constructions based

on a few different pairing assumptions in the standard model which work for any access policy

that can be expressed in terms of a linear secret-sharing scheme (LSSS) matrix.

Apart from increasing the expressibility of the access control policy, Nishide, Yoneyama and

Ohta [NYO08] considered partially-hidden encryptors-specified access structures. Their scheme

extended [CN07] to multiple values (more than just yes and no) for each attribute by extending

the size of the system parameters. One of their schemes has proof given in the standard model.

Li et al. [LRZW09] proposed anonymous CP-ABE schemes supporting multi-values with short

system parameters, in the random oracle model. Anonymity in this work means that everyone

except those who are eligible to decrypt the ciphertext cannot tell who can decrypt the ciphertext,

i.e., the ciphertext policy specified in the ciphertext.

For design approaches of ABE schemes, Goyal et al. [GJPS08] proposed a transformation

from KP-ABE to what they called bounded CP-ABE, by a re-interpretation of KP-ABE and

the use of dummy attributes technique. A subsequent work following this direction is done in

[LCLX09]. Most of these proposals can be seen as based on an identity-based encryption (IBE)

in commutative blinding framework [Boy07]. Boyen [Boy07] built KP-ABE from any IBE in
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exponent inversion framework with a certain set of properties.

Attrapadung et al. [AI09c] proposed a dual-policy scheme supporting both key-policy and

ciphertext-policy, which can be seen as a generalization of CP-ABE of Waters [Wat08] and KP-

ABE of Goyal et al. [GPSW06]. The notion of attribute set based encryption is proposed in

[BKP09] with an instantiation in GGM. Boneh and Waters [BW07] proposed the notion of hidden

vector encryption, and Katz, Sahai, and Waters [KSW10] proposed an inner-product predicates

encryption scheme. These two schemes are very general and in particular can be used to realize an

anonymous CP-ABE, albeit at the price of high computational complexities relative to schemes

like [NYO08, LRZW09].

There are a few work studying broadcast and revocation issues. The scheme in [EMN+09]

achieves constant ciphertext length for policy without wildcards. Since AND-gates are considered,

the lack of wildcards mean one cannot “skip” any of the attributes, which makes the choice of

policy rather limited. The scheme of Lubicz and Sirvent [LS08] achieves ciphertext size which is

independent of the number of positive attributes, yet linear in the number of negative attributes.

Their scheme is non-anonymous by design and its proof is given in the GGM. Attrapadung and

Imai [AI09b] proposed an ABE scheme where the broadcast is made with respect to identities,

but not according to attributes. The same authors [AI09a] also proposed a KP-ABE scheme

supporting two different modes of revocation. They claim that their underlying methodology can

be applied on CP-ABE. Mediated CP-ABE based on [CN07] has been described in [IPN+09],

which supports instant revocation by decryption mechanism similar to that of [HJSNS08].

In this thesis, we will look only at the KP-ABE setting. We will look at both the simple

threshold, and the more complicated monotonic access structure case, and will build a construc-

tion based on the same assumptions as Sahai and Waters [SW05] and Goyal et al.[GPSW06].

Both non-monotonic access structures and the ciphertext policy schemes require much stronger

assumptions, and very different techniques, so we will not consider these cases in our work.

2.3 Applications of IBE and ABE

Applications of IBE. IBE found applications in many scenarios. To name a few:
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1. Light-weight Secure Email (e.g. [AHR05, SD03]): For PKI-based solution, one must

retrieve the other party’s certificate before sending encrypted message. The public key is

some non human-memorizable string, so certificate look-up is essential. Another major

problem is users must first subscribe to PKI in order to receive an encrypted message.

Thus has created a “chicken and egg” situation, as potential users are unable to assess the

potential value of PKI before subscribing.

With IBE, public key can just be derived from an user’s identity, which is a meaningful

string instead of random-looking bytes. Moreover, one can encrypt message to virtually

anyone in the world as long as the recipient’s identity is known. The recipient can obtain the

corresponding private key after feeling the need to decrypt the messages. It also provides

seamless client mobility as the recipient can use any device to obtain the private keys from

anywhere.

2. Role-Based Access Control (RBAC) (e.g. [MBH03]): We can control the access of

information by using the policy as the public key for encryption, where the corresponding

private key will only be generated for those who satisfy the policy requirement. In this way

IBE realizes a RBAC system without trusted data storage.

3. Workflow (e.g. [ARMLS06]): Workflow refers to a system in which actions must be

performed in a particular order. Cryptographic workflow means a certain cryptographic

operation (e.g. decryption) is a privileged action that can only be executed by users having

completed other tasks, and thus granted a certain credential. With a similar idea as RBAC,

cryptographic workflow can be realized easily with IBE.

4. Network Security (e.g. [AAK+02, SD03]): IBE also finds its application in network

security. For examples, the use of addressed based keys as the public key in securing

IPv6 neighbor and router discovery [AAK+02], and removing the trouble of dealing with

certificates in IP security and transport layer security [SD03].

Relations with Other Primitives. IBE is also powerful as a cryptographic building block.

One of the distinctive features is that there is an exponential number of identities “embedded”

in the relatively short system parameters, which opens many possibilities in application.
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1. Public Key Encryption Secure against Chosen-Ciphertext Attack (CCA2):

Boneh, Canetti, Halevi, and Katz [BCHK07] showed that a CCA2-secure public-key en-

cryption scheme can be constructed from any identity-based encryption (IBE) which is only

secure against selective-identity and chosen-plaintext attack. This is a new approach of con-

structing CCA2-secure scheme without relying on the standard approach of non-interactive

proofs of “well-formedness”.

2. Public Key Encryption with Keyword Search (PEKS): Anonymous IBE has been

utilized to build PEKS [BCOP04, ABC+08]. Informally, an IBE scheme is anonymous when

the ciphertext does not reveal the intended recipient to any one other than the intended

recipient himself or herself. Part of the results in this thesis is closely related to the notion

of anonymous IBE and it will be discussed in more details later, such as in Section 4.2.1

and Section 5.6.

3. Password Authenticated Key Exchange (PAKE): The PEKS application requires

anonymity against user attack. Anonymity against KGC has been leveraged to build PAKE

[IP08]. This gives yet another cryptographic application of IBE. Their security model and

significance in the context of IBE will be discussed shortly.

4. Verifiable Random Function (VRF): Informally speaking, VRF is a pseudorandom

function (will be reviewed in Section 3.4.1) that the owner of the function’s secret seed can

generate a non-interactive proof such that anyone with the proof can verify the function

was correctly evaluated for a particular input value. Instead of relying on anonymity in

the cases for PEKS or PAKE, another “special” properties of IBE are extracted which are

shown to be useful in constructing VRF by Abdalla, Catalano and Fiore [ACF09].

5. Oblivious Transfer (OT): In the basic notion of oblivious transfer, one party has many

pieces of data, one and only one piece of them should be transferred to a requester, and

the requester does not want to leak the choice of the interested piece of data. Similar to

IBE, OT protocols turn out to be a very useful primitive for realizing many cryptographic

goals. Green and Hohenberger built an blind key extraction protocol on top of an IBE

scheme which is useful for implementing simulatable OT [GH07]. This notion is similar to
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the notion of anonymous secret key issuing protocol introduced in this thesis and we will

contrast their differences in Section 5.5.

6. Public Key Encryption with Non-Interactive Opening (PKENO): In PKENO,

the receiver of a ciphertext can verifiably reveal the decryption result of the ciphertext,

without compromising the confidentiality of other ciphertexts. The idea of building PKENO

from IBE has been informally discussed by Damg̊ard and Thorbek [DT07] which was later

formalized by Damg̊ard et al. [DHKT08], with a generic construction from IBE and a direct

pairing-based construction. The result has latter been improved [Gal09, GLF+10].

Applications of Attribute-Based Systems. For applications of ABE, Pirretti et al. [PTMW06]

demonstrated an information management architecture based on ABE which utilized an opti-

mized implementation of the original Sahai-Waters scheme. Their result showed that complex

policies can be supported efficiently if one buys the random oracle heuristics. Traynor et al.

[TBEM08] pointed out that the investigations of Pirretti et al. [PTMW06] just considered a

maximum of 32 attributes, and showed that it is undesirably slow for ABE systems with a much

larger set of attributes, when used as a massive-scale broadcast encryption mechanism. They thus

proposed a tiered construction using the concept of group attributes and individual attributes,

for efficient join and leave operation in ABE-based conditional access systems, such as IPtv and

satellite radio.

ABE also helps in solving the group key management problem where a group controller main-

tains a shared data encryption key to encrypt multicast traffic to a subset of current group mem-

bers. Cheung et al. [CCKN07] realized the membership revocation without the re-distribution

of key to all remaining group members by defining attributes in a way that any subset of users

can be distinguished from the rest using a combination of attributes. Recently, Boldyreva, Goyal

and Kumar [BGK08] used ABE to solve the revocation problem of identity-based encryption as

well. Roughly speaking, each encryption is done under an identity and a time, which correspond

to two attributes. Attribute key for current time period will be issued to unrevoked user.

Other than encryption, different attribute-based cryptographic schemes have been examined

in some recent works, such as attribute-based authentication [MPR08, SY08, LK10].
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� End of chapter.
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Chapter 3

Preliminaries

E xplanation of the notations to be used in the rest of this thesis, the cryptographic groups

to be used in our proposed constructions, and the complexity assumptions our work rely

on will be given in this chapter. A few useful building blocks used in our construction will also

be reviewed briefly. The end of this chapter presents the existing formal definitions of the frame-

work and the security requirements of identity-based encryption and attribute-based encryption.

Readers can skip the latter parts of this chapter if they are familiar with the literature.

3.1 Notations

Most cryptographic primitives require randomness, such as in the generation of secret keys. We

use x ∈R S to denote the operation of picking an element x at random and uniformly from a

finite set S. For a probabilistic algorithm A, x
$← A assigns the output of A to the variable x.

We write PPT for probabilistic polynomial time. Sometimes, we may want the random coin used

by an algorithm to come from a public common reference string, which we denote by CRS. For

some algorithms considered in this thesis, a special symbol “⊥” can be a possible output, which

generally denotes the input is “invalid”. We use the notation ∅ to denote an empty set.

This thesis mostly deals with the computational security settings, where the security level of

a system depends on the number of bits to be used. For λ ∈ N where N denotes the set of natural

numbers, 1λ denotes a string of λ ones. If x is a string, |x| denotes its length, e.g., |1λ| = λ.
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We define the security of a system in terms of the maximum probability that an adversary can

“break” the system. We quantify this probability with the standard notion of negligible function

as defined below.

Definition 3.1 (Negligible Function). A function ε : N→ R which maps a natural number to a

real number is called negligible (negl(λ)) if for every constant c ≥ 0 there exists an integer λc λc

such that ε(λ) < λ−c for all λ > λc.

The cryptosystems studied in this thesis are based on algebraic groups. All groups in this

thesis are represented in a multiplicative form. The order of a group depends upon λ, which is

chosen according to the desired level of security. In most cases, the order is a prime number p.

So the exponent is an element in Zp, a set of integers modulo p. For composite order group, the

factors of order are usually expected to be dependent on λ. We use G, G1, G2, GT to represent

the groups.

3.2 Bilinear Groups

The study in this thesis is largely related to cryptosystems based on algebraic groups called

bilinear groups, which are groups with a bilinear map. A common cryptographic practice to

generate these groups is to employ elliptic curve groups defined over finite fields

Definition 3.2 (Bilinear Map). Suppose G1, G2 and GT are three multiplicative cyclic groups

of prime order p. A bilinear map e(·, ·) : G1 ×G2 → GT is a deterministic function that takes as

input one element from G1, one element from G2, and outputs an element in target group GT

which satisfies:

1. Bilinearity: For all u ∈ G1, v ∈ G2 a, b ∈ Zp, e(ua, vb) = e(u, v)ab.

2. Non-degeneracy: e(g1, g2) 6= 1 where g1, g2 are a generator of G1 and G2 respectively.

Bilinear maps are also referred to as pairings, named after the Weil pairing [GHS02, BLS04]

and the Tate pairing [GHS02] which give typical implementations of bilinear maps.

Definition 3.3 (Bilinear Group). Let BDH Gen(1λ;S) be a PPT algorithm which takes the
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input of a security parameter 1λ and possibly a CRS S ∈ {0, 1}poly(λ), outputs the context

parameters for bilinear groups (p,G1 = 〈g1〉,G2 = 〈g2〉,GT , e(·, ·)) where:

1. G1 and GT are (multiplicative) cyclic groups of prime order p = Θ(2λ);

2. each element of G1,G2, and GT has a unique binary representation;

3. the description of the groups in the parameters include the respective generators such as

G1 = 〈g1〉,G2 = 〈g2〉;

4. the group action in G1, G2 and GT are all efficient (which takes polynomial time in λ);

5. e(·, ·) is a bilinear map and it is efficient to compute e(u, v) for all u∈G1 and v ∈ G2.

We call any three algebraic groups which satisfy the above abstract definitions bilinear groups.

We can classify bilinear groups into two categories by the existence of efficiently-computable

isomorphisms between the groups G1 and G2.

1. Double Isomorphisms: There exists a pair of distortion maps (ψ,ψ′) where ψ is an efficiently

computable isomorphism from G2 to G1, with ψ(g2) = g1. Similarly, ψ′ is an efficiently

computable isomorphism from G1 to G2, with ψ′(g1) = g2, and ψ′ = ψ−1. It is well known

that efficient isomorphisms exist for supersingular curves [Ver01, BF03].

In this case, the groups G1 and G2 can be treated abstractly as a single group. We can

then use simplified notations of G = G1 = G2 and e : G×G→ GT .

2. Single-or-None Isomorphisms: There does not exist an efficiently computable isomorphism

ψ′ from G1 to G2. (An efficiently computable isomorphism from G2 to G1 may or may

not exist.) It is conjectured that bilinear groups with single-or-none isomorphism can be

realized using ordinary elliptic curves such as [Cha06].

3.3 Complexity Assumptions

We start by the well-known discrete logarithm problem and the decisional Diffie-Hellman (DDH)

problem.
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Definition 3.4. Discrete Logarithm Problem (DLP): Given two group elements g and h, find

an integer a ∈ Zp such that h = ga whenever such an integer exists.

Definition 3.5. Decisional Diffie-Hellman (DDH) problem in prime order group G = 〈g〉: On

input g, ga, gb, gc ∈ G, decide if c = ab or c is a random element of Zp.

DDH problem is easy in bilinear groups with double isomorphism, but one may hope that it

is difficult in GT . The following problem is somewhat along this line of thinking.

Definition 3.6. Let algorithm BDH Gen(1λ) output the parameters (p,G1 = 〈g1〉,G2 = 〈g2〉,Gt, e(·, ·))

where there is an efficiently computable isomorphism ψ from G2 to G1. The Decisional Bilinear

Diffie-Hellman (DBDH) problem is defined as follows: given g1 ∈ G1, g2, g
a
2 , g

b
2, g

c
2 ∈ G2 and

Z ∈ GT as input, decide if Z = e(g1, g2)abc or e(g1, g2)R for R ∈R Zp.

The security of the ABE schemes by Sahai-Waters [SW05], Goyal et al. [GPSW06], Chase

[Cha07], and our ABE construction relies on the intractability of the DBDH problem.

For our IBE, we introduce two problems whose names are inspired by the decisional linear

problem [BBS04].

Definition 3.7. Decisional Bilinear Problem (DBP): Given two G elements g and ga, two GT ele-

ments e(g, g)b and t̂, output ‘yes’ if t̂ = e(g, g)ab and ‘no’ otherwise. We name (g, ga, e(g, g)b, e(g, g)ab)

as a decisional bilinear tuple.

Definition 3.8. Modified Decisional Bilinear Problem (MDBP): Given g, ga, gb
−1 ∈ G, and

e(g, g)b, t̂ ∈ GT , output ‘yes’ if t̂ = e(g, g)ab and ‘no’ otherwise.

An oracle for solving the first one makes solving the DBDH problem easy.

Lemma 3.1. DBDH assumption implies Decisional Bilinear assumption.

Proof. Given (g, ga, gb, gc, t̂), computes e(g, g)b
′

= e(gb, gc) where b′ = bc, feeds (g, ga, e(g, g)b
′
, t̂)

to the DBP oracle and outputs its answer.

Now we review a number-theoretic problem related to an existing IBE system.

Definition 3.9. (Decisional) q-Bilinear Diffie-Hellman Exponent Problem (q-BDHEP): Given

(q + 2) G elements (g′, g, gα, · · · , gαq ), and one GT element t̂, output ‘yes’ if t̂ = e(gα
q+1

, g′) and

‘no’ otherwise.
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A stronger version of q-BDHEP is assumed difficult for the security of Gentry-IBE [Gen06].

We remark that the hard problem considered in [Gen06] is augmented with g′
αq+2

and q equals

to the number of users compromised by the adversary.

Lemma 3.2. Decisional 2-Bilinear Diffie-Hellman Exponent assumption implies Modified Deci-

sional Bilinear assumption.

Proof. Given (g′, g, gα, gα
2

, t̂), set θ1 = gα, θ2 = g′, θ3 = g, θ̂ = e(gα, gα
2

) and feed (θ1, θ2, θ3, θ̂, t̂)

to the MDBP oracle. The input is valid since θ3 = (θ1)α
−1

and θ̂ = e(θ1, θ1)α. Let θ2 = θγ1

where γ ∈ Zp, the MDBP oracle outputs ‘yes’ if and only if t̂ = e(θ1, θ1)γα, since e(θ1, θ1)γα =

e(gα, gα)γα = e(gα
3

, g′).

Definition 3.10. q-Decisional Diffie-Hellman Inversion (q-DDHI) problem in prime order group

G = 〈g〉: On input a (q + 2)-tuple (g, gs, gs
2

, . . . , gs
q

, gu) ∈ Gq+2, decide if u = 1/s or u is a

random element of Zp.

For our ABE key issuing protocol, we will use a modified version of the Dodis-Yampolskiy

pseudorandom function [DY05], suggested in [JL09], which relies on the intractability of the q-

DDHI problem in group G1 of bilinear groups. Note that q-DDHI is solvable when given a DDH

oracle, thus we must also make the following assumption:

Definition 3.11. Let BDH Gen(1λ) output the parameters for a bilinear mapping e : G1×G2 →

GT . The eXternal Diffie-Hellman (XDH) assumption states that, for all probabilistic polynomial

time adversaries A, the DDH problem is hard in G1. This implies that there does not exist an

efficiently computable isomorphism ψ′ : G1 → G2.

3.4 Building Blocks

3.4.1 Pseudorandom Function

Pseudorandom function (PRF) is a notion defined by Goldreich, Goldwasser, and Micali [GGM86].

Informally, the output of a PRF cannot be distinguishable by a PPT adversary from a value se-

lected uniformly at random from the range of the function, even the adversary has seen the

output of the function for many other inputs.
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Definition 3.12 (Pseudo Random Function Family). A family F = 〈fs|s ∈ {0, 1}λ〉λ∈N is called

a family of (`(λ), L(λ)) pseudo random function if

1. ∀λ ∈ N,∀s ∈ {0, 1}λ, fs : {0, 1}`(λ) → {0, 1}L(λ);

2. ∀λ ∈ N,∀s ∈ {0, 1}λ, fs is polynomial time computable;

3. F is pseudorandom: for all PPT algorithm A, |Pr[Afs(1λ) = 1|s $← {0, 1}λ]−Pr[AF (1λ) =

1|F $← R(`(λ), L(λ))]| ≤ negl(λ), where R(`(λ), L(λ)) is the space all possible functions

F : {0, 1}`(λ) → {0, 1}L(λ)

3.4.2 Proof-of-Knowledge Protocol

The goal of a proof is to convinces a verifier that a certain statement is true. It is zero-knowledge

when the verifier learns nothing except the validity of the assertion, a concept formally defined

by Goldwasser, Micali and Rackoff [GMR89]. A proof-of-knowledge (PoK) is a protocol where

a verifier can be convinced by a prover about the claimed possession of a certain value w called

the witness, which satisfies some publicly known relation R with respect to a commonly known

string x.

3.4.3 Secure Multi-Party Computation

In two-party computation, two parties want to jointly compute a public function f(x1, x2) from

their own secret inputs x1 and x2. Informally, a two-party protocol for computing a function

f is secure if participants do not learn anything from the protocol execution beyond what is

revealed by the output of the function. General feasibility results have been developed in the

1980s [Yao82], which the security (confidentiality of the secret input) of the honest party holds

even if the other part deviates arbitrarily from the prescribed protocol (the malicious setting).

3.4.4 Threshold Secret Sharing

Many threshold schemes are based on Shamir’s secret sharing [Sha79], which is derived from the

concept of Lagrange polynomial interpolation.
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For a (t, n) instantiation, a trusted dealer first selects t random coefficients a0, a1, · · · , at−1

from Zp where a0 is the master secret to be shared. Then n different public points xij ∈ Z∗p are

chosen (where 1 ≤ j ≤ n), one for each participant. Let f be a polynomial of degree (t− 1) and

f(x) = a0 +a1x+ · · ·+at−1x
t−1, the share to be distributed to the participant with public point

xij assigned is f(xij ).

When t participants decided to reconstruct the secret, they can do so by recovering the

polynomial. With the knowledge of t points (xij , f(xij ) = sij ) on the curve, the coefficients

(a0, · · · , at) of f can be computed by solving the following system of equations.

si1 = a0 + a1xi1 + · · ·+ at−1x
t−1
i1

,

si2 = a0 + a1xi2 + · · ·+ at−1x
t−1
i2

,

...

sit = a0 + a1xit + · · ·+ at−1x
t−1
it

,

The above system has a unique solution for (a0, · · · , at) since

∆ =



1 xi1 . . . xt−1
i1

1 xi2 . . . xt−1
i2

...
...

. . .
...

1 xit . . . xt−1
it


is a non-zero Vandermonde determinant (all of its elements are non-zero and pair-wise unique).

The unique solution and hence the polynomial can be found by the Lagrange interpolation of

these t points by using the below formula.

f(x) =

t∑
j=1

sij
∏

1≤l≤t,l 6=j

x− xil
xij − xil

.

Thus the secret a0 = f(0) can be obtained by
∑t
j=1 bjsij where bj =

∏
1≤l≤t,l 6=j

xil
xil−xij

.

3.5 Formal Definitions

Under the standard definition, an IBE scheme consists of four algorithms:
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1. Via (mpk,msk)
$← Setup(1λ) the randomized key generation algorithm outputs the system

parameters mpk and the master secret key msk; mpk also defines an identity space ID

and a message space M and we assume all other algorithms below implicitly include mpk

as an input;

2. Via usk[ID]
$← KeyDer(msk, ID) the KGC outputs (either deterministically or probabilisti-

cally) a secret key for user ID;

3. Via C
$← Enc(ID,m) anyone can encrypt a message m to user ID in C;

4. Via m ← Dec(usk[ID],C) user ID uses secret key usk[ID] to recover a message m from

ciphertext C, or an invalid symbol if C is an invalid ciphertext for ID.

Consistency requires that for all λ ∈ N, all identities ID in ID, all messages m ∈ M, all

(mpk,msk)
$← Setup(1λ) and all C

$← Enc(ID,m), Pr[Dec(KeyDer(msk, ID),C) = m] = 1, where

the probability is taken over the coins of all the above algorithms.

The de-facto security definition of an IBE scheme is semantic security against adaptive chosen

ciphertext attack defined as below.

Definition 3.13 (Adaptive Chosen Ciphertext Security (CCA2)).

Experiment Expcca2
IBE,A(λ)

(mpk,msk)
$← Setup(1λ)

(m0,m1, ID
∗, st)

$← AOfind(mpk)

b
$← {0, 1}, C∗ $← Enc(ID∗,mb)

b′
$← AOguess(C

∗, st)

If (|m0| 6= |m1|) ∨ (b 6= b′) then return 0 else return 1

where st is some state information maintained byA andO is a set of two oracles {ExtractO,DecO}

defined as:

1. An ExtractO oracle that takes an identity ID ∈ ID as input and returns a user secret key

usk[ID].

2. A DecO oracle that takes a ciphertext C and an identity ID ∈ ID, outputs Dec(usk[ID],C)

where usk[ID] is output by KeyDer(msk, ID), provided that (C, ID) 6= (C∗, ID∗).
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Chosen Plaintext Security. If we modify the above security game so that the adversary is

not allowed to query the decryption oracle DecO, we get the “semantic security against chosen

plaintext attack” (CPA) game.

Selective Security. If we modify the above security game so that the adversary is required to

give the challenge identity ID∗ to the challenger before seeing the output of the Setup algorithm,

we get the “selective-ID” game.

Before we define the syntax of attribute-based encryption, we first give the definition of access

structure we will be using.

Definition 3.14 (Access Structure [Bei96]). Let {A1, A2, · · · , An} be a set of attributes. A col-

lection A ⊆ 2{A1,A2,··· ,An} is monotone if ∀P1, P2: if P1 ∈ A and P1 ⊆ P2 then P2 ∈ A. A (mono-

tone) access structure is a (monotone) collection A of non-empty subsets of {A1, A2, · · · , An},

i.e. A ⊆ 2{A1,A2,··· ,An}\{∅}. The sets in A are called the authorized sets, and the sets not in A

are called the unauthorized sets.

A key-policy attribute-based encryption scheme consists of four algorithms:

1. Via (mpk,msk)
$← Setup(1λ) the randomized key generation algorithm outputs the system

parameters mpk and the master secret key msk; mpk also defines a message spaceM, the

set of attributes and the supported access structure. We assume all other algorithms below

implicitly include mpk as an input.

2. Via usk[A]
$← AKeyGen(msk,A) the authority probabilistically outputs a decryption key

for the access structure defined by A;

3. Via C
$← Enc(A,m) anyone can encrypt a message m under a set of attributes A;

4. Via m ← Dec(usk[A],C) a user uses decryption key usk[A] to recover a message m from

ciphertext C if the set of attributes of the ciphertext matches with the access structure

defined by A.

Consistency requires that for all λ ∈ N, all Au,AC such that AC ∈ Au, all messages m ∈ M,

all (mpk,msk)
$← Setup(1λ) and all C

$← Enc(AC ,m), Pr[Dec(AKeyGen(msk,Au),C) = m] = 1,

where the probability is taken over the coins of all the above algorithms.
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Now we review the selective-attribute model for proving the semantic security of the ABE

under chosen plaintext attack, which can be seen as analogous to the selective-ID model in IBE.

Definition 3.15. Experiment Expsaa
ABE,A(λ)

AC ← A();

(mpk,msk)
$← Setup(1λ);

(m∗0,m
∗
1, st)

$← AAKeyGenO(·)(‘find’,mpk);

b
$← {0, 1}; C∗ $← Enc(AC ,m∗b);

b′
$← AAKeyGenO(·,·,·)(‘guess’,C∗, st);

If (|m0| 6= |m1|) ∨ (b 6= b′) then return 0 else return 1;

where st is state information, and the attribute-key generation oracle AKeyGenO(Au) is defined

as:

if (AC ∈ Au) then return ⊥;

return AKeyGen(msk,Au).

Apart from two very recent works on single-authority ABE [LOS+10, OT10], all existing ABE

schemes in the standard model have not been proven to be adaptively secure.

� End of chapter.
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Part II

Identity-Based Encryption
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Chapter 4

Removing Escrow from

Identity-Based Encryption

R emoving the trust from the authority is the main goal of this research. As the first step

we remove key escrow from identity-based encryption in this chapter.

This chapter starts by a description of our framework for identity-based encryption, follows by

the formalization of anonymous ciphertext indistinguishability against the KGC, which captures

the guarantees our proposed scheme can provide when the KGC is an adversary. We then

analyze representative schemes selected from Chapter 2 and present our scheme which achieves

anonymous ciphertext indistinguishability against the KGC.

4.1 Our Framework for Identity-Based Encryption

In our definition, we separate the master key generation from the Setup algorithm.

Definition 4.1. An IBE scheme consists of the following five PPT algorithms:

1. via param
$← Setup(1λ) the setup algorithm outputs the system parameters param for

security parameter λ ∈ N, with message space M(λ) included.

2. via (mpk,msk)
$← MKeyGen(param) the key generation algorithm outputs the master

public/secret key (mpk,msk) conforming to param.
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3. KeyDer, Enc and Dec are defined as in the standard definition.

We can view Setup as a trusted initializer for choosing the system parameters (for example,

the choice of elliptic cure) which are implicitly included in the input of KeyDer, Enc and Dec.

The KGC generates a master public/secret key pair only via MKeyGen. We assume it is efficient

to check if a message m is in M(λ) or if mpk comes from a group that matches with what is

specified in param. We denote the latter check by (an abused notation) mpk ∈ param.

4.2 Anonymity and Indistinguishability against the KGC

4.2.1 Anonymity against User Attack

User-anonymity is defined by the game below [ABC+08]. The adversarial goal is to distinguish

the intended recipient of a ciphertext between two chosen identities

Experiment Expano−cpa
IBE,A (λ)

IDset← ∅; (param)
$← Setup(1λ); (mpk,msk)

$← MKeyGen(param);

(ID0, ID1,m
∗, st)

$← AKeyDerO(·)(‘find’, param,mpk);

If m∗ /∈M(λ) then return 0;

b
$← {0, 1}; C $← Enc(mpk, IDb,m

∗); b′
$← AKeyDerO(·)(‘guess’,C, st);

If b 6= b′ or ({ID0, ID1} ∩ IDset 6= ∅) then return 0 else return 1;

where the private key derivation oracle KeyDerO(ID) is defined as:

IDset← IDset ∪ {ID};usk[ID]← KeyDer(msk, ID); return usk[ID]

and st denotes the state information maintained by the adversary A.

We remark that IBE’s ciphertext does not mean to reveal the recipient’s identity, so our model

does not consider anonymity revocation oracle which is present in some cryptographic schemes

(e.g. [BBS04]).

4.2.2 Anonymous Ciphertext Indistinguishability

We use the term “anonymous ciphertext” to refer a ciphertext that the KGC holds without

the knowledge of who is the intended recipient. We do not model the case where the KGC
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maliciously generates the system parameters (e.g. the choice of elliptic curve), but we provide

a new “embedded-identity encryption” oracle, which lets the adversary adaptively get many

ciphertexts designated to the same person, without knowing the real identity. The absence of

such an oracle gives the adversary no way to see more than one ciphertext for the unknown

recipient. For the ease of discussion, we suppose an identity is of n-bit length.

Definition 4.2. An IBE scheme is (t, qE , ε) ACI − KGC secure if all t-time adversaries making

at most qE embedded-identity encryption oracle queries have advantage at most ε in winning the

game below (i.e. the experiment returns 1).

Experiment Expaci−kgc
IBE,A (λ)

(param)
$← Setup(1λ); ID∗

$← {0, 1}n;

(mpk, st)
$← A(‘gen’, param);

If mpk /∈ param then return 0;

(m∗0,m
∗
1, st)

$← AEncO(mpk,ID∗)(·)(‘find’,mpk, st);

If {m∗0,m∗1} *M(λ) or |m∗0| 6= |m∗1| then return 0;

b
$← {0, 1}; C $← Enc(mpk, ID∗,m∗b);

b′
$← AEncO(mpk,ID∗)(·)(‘guess’,C, st);

If b 6= b′ then return 0 else return 1;

where the embedded-identity oracle EncO(mpk,ID∗)(m) returns Enc(mpk, ID∗,m) and the advan-

tage of A is defined as |Pr[Expaci−kgc
IBE,A (λ) = 1]− 1

2 |.

Anonymous Ciphertext Indistinguishability in HIBE.

Below gives a possible extension to `−HIBE (i.e. an HIBE scheme supporting at most ` levels)

case, in which only the first-level identity is chosen from a uniform distribution with high entropy

as oppose to a weaker definition which requires the whole identity string (i.e., the identities at all

levels) to be from a uniform distribution with high entropy. We consider this stronger definition

since it appears that GS-HIBE [GS02] can achieve this level of security.

Experiment Expaci−kgc
`−a∫〉ac∇†√t/Ge\t∇†S ′∈,A(λ)
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(param)
$← Setup(1λ); ID∗

$← {0, 1}n;

(mpk, st)
$← A(‘gen’, param);

If mpk /∈ param then return 0;

(m∗0,m
∗
1, ID2, · · · , IDj , st)

$← AEncO(mpk,ID∗)(·)(‘find’,mpk, st);

If {m∗0,m∗1} *M(λ) or |m∗0| 6= |m∗1| then return 0;

b
$← {0, 1}; C $← Enc(mpk, {ID∗, ID2, · · · , IDj},m∗b);

b′
$← AEncO(mpk,ID∗)(·)(‘guess’,C, st);

If (b 6= b′) ∧ (1 ≤ j ≤ `) then return 0 else return 1;

Embedded-Identity Decryption.

The above game just considers chosen-plaintext attack (CPA). One may consider giving the

adversary adaptive access to a decryption oracle, or even an “embedded-identity decryption

oracle”. We consider this stronger notion from both the theory and practice perspectives.

Our security notion is actually quite strong in the sense that the adversary is not required

to reveal the master secret key to the challenger. We start our discussion with a weakened

definition such that the adversary is instead required to do so. While it is possible that the

decryption oracle could help the adversary to deduce information about the challenge ciphertext,

this happens when a maliciously formed ciphertext is presented to the decryption oracle. If we

are able to put some validity tag in the ciphertext such that the challenger, with the master

secret key, can do a sanity check before the actual decryption; only “invalid” will be returned for

any malformed ciphertext or those not encrypted for the challenge identity, i.e. CCA2-security

against user also helps in here.

If the challenger does not know the master secret, it may sound impossible to simulate the

decryption oracle. Nevertheless, our definition assumes trusted parameter generation, which

possibly allows us to solve the problem with approaches similar to simulating the strong decryp-

tion oracle in certificateless encryption [ARP03, Cho08, CRR08, DLP08], such as a knowledge-

extractor with the help of the random oracle, or a non-interactive zero-knowledge proof system

setup according to the trusted parameters. We leave it as a future work.

In practice, while it makes sense to trick a user into encrypting some pre-defined messages (as

modeled by the embedded-identity encryption oracle); it may not make much sense to consider the
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case that the KGC gained accesses to an embedded-identity decryption oracle – which possibly

means the KGC has identified this user already. Due to these complications, we keep our focus

on the CPA notion. Nevertheless, this does not preclude the possibility of achieving ACI − KGC-

security and CCA2-security against user attack simultaneously.

4.2.3 Anonymity against the KGC

One may define semantic security of the hidden identity in a similar way. However, when the

KGC is being considered as the adversary, we cannot afford to have the indistinguishability in

modelling user anonymity – the KGC can simply generate the two corresponding private keys

and try decrypting the challenge ciphertext. Hence, we consider one-wayness here, in which the

adversarial goal is to recover the identity of the intended recipient in full. Private key derivation

oracle and decryption oracle are provided by the master secret key.

Experiment Expano−kgc
IBE,A (λ)

(param)
$← Setup(1λ);

(mpk,m∗, st)
$← A(‘find’, param);

If mpk /∈ param or m∗ /∈M(λ) then return 0;

ID∗
$← {0, 1}n; C

$← Enc(mpk, ID∗,m∗);

ID′
$← A(‘guess’,C, st);

If ID∗ 6= ID′ then return 0 else return 1;

We note that it is easy to make an IBE scheme ANO −KGC. One can simply requiring

all identities involved in IBE to be fed into a one-way hash function. The simulation goes by

using a random bit string in the domain of the hash as the identity to be used in the encryption.

Breaking ANO −KGC means the one-wayness of the hash is broken.

We note the relationship that ACI − KGC ⇒ ANO −KGC.

Theorem 4.3. If an IBE scheme is secure in the sense of ACI − KGC, it is ANO −KGC secure.

Proof. We prove by contrapositivity. Assume there is an adversary Aano that wins the game

ANO −KGC with advantage ε in time t, we shall construct an adversary Aaci that win the game

ACI − KGC with advantage ε/2 in time t.
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Aaci simply passes all parameters it received to Aano, and forwards all oracle queries of Aano

to its corresponding oracles. After the find stage, Aano gives a message m∗ to Aaci. Aaci picks

another random message m1 of the same length as m∗ from the message space M(λ), gives

(m∗,m1) to its challenger, and receives C in return. Aaci forwards C to Aano. At the end of the

guess stage, Aano outputs ID′ with probability ε, fail otherwise.

Aaci answers 0 for the first case and 1 for the latter. Let b be the bit chosen byAaci’s challenger.

We have Pr [Aaci wins] = Pr [b = 0] ·Pr [Aano succeeds|b = 0] + Pr [b = 1] ·Pr [Aano fails|b = 1] =

ε
2 + 1

2 .

4.2.4 Comparison of User Anonymity and KGC One-wayness

A KGC is a powerful adversary. We consider KGC one-wayness (OW −KGC), a notion strictly

weaker than ACI − KGC, to better reflect the security of IBE against KGC attacks. We also

present two separation results.

Definition 4.4. An IBE is OW −KGC secure if Pr[Expow−kgc
IBE,A (λ) = 1] < negl(λ).

Experiment Expow−kgc
IBE,A (λ)

(param)
$← Setup(1λ), ID∗

$← {0, 1}n;

(mpk, st)
$← A(‘gen’, param); If mpk /∈ param then return 0;

m∗
$←M(λ); C

$← Enc(mpk, ID∗,m∗); m′
$← A(‘guess’,C, st);

If m∗ 6= m′ then return 0 else return 1;

Theorem 4.5. User anonymity does not imply OW −KGC.

Proof. Given any user-anonymous IBE scheme with encryption algorithm Enc, define a new IBE

with encryption algorithm Enc′(mpk, ID,m) = (Enc(mpk, ID,m), Enc(mpk, “0”, ID)), where “0”

is a dummy identity and the corresponding user secret key is never released by the KGC. If the

IBE scheme is semantically secure, the ciphertext produced by Enc′ is still user-anonymous. But

it is not OW −KGC since the KGC can just generate the user secret key for “0”, decrypt the

second component of the ciphertext and then decrypt the first component.

Theorem 4.6. ACI − KGC does not imply user anonymity.
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Proof. Given any ACI − KGC with encryption algorithm Enc, define a new IBE with encryption

algorithm which appends the first bit of identity to the ciphertext. Any adversary can just choose

two identities which differ at the first bit to break the user-anonymity. On the other hand, the

notion of ACI − KGC depends on the number of random bits in the identity; essentially only one

bit of security is lost and ACI − KGC is still preserved.

Shortly afterward, we will see they are also orthogonal to each other in practice.

4.3 Analysis of Existing Schemes

Seven (H)IBE schemes representing a large class of IBE schemes in the literature are selected.

Capital letters are used to denote elements in G, small letters are for elements in Zp and small

letters with hat (e.g. ĝ) are used to denote elements in GT . To unify the naming of variables

across different schemes, r denotes the ephemeral random parameter employed in encryption (if

two random parameters are needed, they are denoted by r, r′); the master secret msk is denoted

by s ∈ Zp or S ∈ G (if more than 1 element are present in msk, they are denoted by s1, s2, s3).

For elements which may appear in the system parameter mpk, P denotes the generator of G

and ĝ = e(P, P ) denotes a generator of GT . For the schemes stemmed from FDH-IBE, let

H0(·) : {0, 1}n → G be a cryptographic hash; denote QID = H0(ID) as the public key of user ID,

and {Q1, Q2, · · · , Qj} as the public key of user (ID1, ID2, · · · IDj) for a j-level HIBE.

Note that we made many simplifications and omitted many elegant components of the IBE

schemes being analyzed. We do not intend to give a complete review of the constructions of all

these schemes (it seems we are reducing these IBE schemes to ID-based key encapsulations or

even just public key encryption schemes), but we want to keep our focus on how a KGC can

decrypt the message using the master secret key. Thus, we only show the essential components

in the master public key mpk, the master secret key msk, the ciphertext, and the variable that

can be computed (without using any secret key) from the ciphertext (t in KV-IBE), which are

sufficient for the KGC to do the decryption. We use K to denote the random session key created

by the implicit KEM, which is a crucial piece of data to decrypt the ciphertext.
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Schemes mpk msk Ciphertext K

FDH-IBE [BF01, SOK01] P s s P r e(QID
r, P s)

GS-HIBE [GS02] P s s P r, QrID2
, · · · e(QID1

r, P s)

BSS-MIBE [BSNS05] P s, Q s P r e(Q,P s)r

BB-EIIBE [BB04a] ĝ, V = P s s V r ĝr

BB-(H)IBE [BB04a] e(P, S) S P r e(P, S)r

BW-IBE [BW06] v̂ = ĝs1s2s3 , V1 = P s1 , V2 = P s2 s1, s2, s3 V r−r
′

1 , V r
′

2 v̂r

KV-IBE [KV08] ĝ, v̂1 = ĝs1 , v̂2 = ĝs2 s1, s2 ĝr, t (v̂t1v̂2)r

Table 4.1: Concise Review of IBE Schemes for ACI − KGC Analysis

4.3.1 Schemes that are not OW −KGC-Secure

The session key K in BSS-MIBE can be computed by e(Q,P r)s. For BB-EIIBE, K can be

computed by e(P, V r)1/s. For BB-(H)IBE, e(P r, S) = K. For BW-IBE, it can be computed

by e((V r
′

2 )1/s2(V r−r
′

1 )1/s1 , P )s1s2s3 = e(P r
′
P r−r

′
, P s1s2s3) = v̂r. For KV-IBE, (ĝr)s1t+s2 = K.

Hence, they are not OW −KGC-secure. BBAIBE [GLSW08] is not exactly covered by the above

analysis, however, it can be easily shown that it is not OW −KGC-secure. Note that all of the

above computations use the master secret key as-is, instead of exploiting the knowledge of any

discrete logarithm between some group elements in the system parameters.

4.3.2 Schemes that are ACI − KGC-Secure

We consider FDH-IBE [BF01, SOK01] – when K = e(QID
r, P s) is used to encrypt the message

m ∈ GT by mK, this gives a CPA-secure IBE scheme in the ROM. To prove its ACI − KGC-

security, we assume the parameters for the hash functions are setup by an honest party, which

means the random oracles are not controlled by the adversary in the security proof.

Theorem 4.7. If DBP is hard, FDH-IBE is ACI − KGC secure.

We first give an informal argument to get some intuition on why is it so. Given any pair

of messages (m∗0,m
∗
1) and an encryption of one of them, there is always a pair of identities

(ID0, ID1) such that the decryption of the ciphertext using session key e(QID0

r, P s) gives m∗0
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and decryption using e(QID1

r, P s) gives m∗1. If the challenge identity is chosen from a uniform

distribution with high entropy, any adversary simply has no clue to distinguish, and hence the

scheme is ACI − KGC-secure. Note that the above argument remains valid even if the adversary

can compute r from P r.

Proof. Let A be an adversary that breaks ACI − KGC of BasicIdent with advantage ε. We

construct an algorithm, S, that solves the decisional bilinear problem as follows.

S executes the Setup algorithm of BasicIdent, and returns the parameter param to A. In

particular, a description of H0(·) is returned, which is a hash function mapping an identity string

to an element in G. A then returns gα ∈ G as the master public key, α ∈ Zp is not given to S

and S never uses α in the simulation. S takes as input a random decisional bilinear challenge

(g, gr, e(g, g)s, t̂).

To simulate the embedded-identity encryption oracle with message mi as input, S randomly

chooses yi ∈ Zp. The ciphertext can be computed by (gyi , (e(g, g)s)yi · mi). The ephemeral

random parameter implicitly used is yi. Suppose the intended recipient ID′ of these ciphertexts

is defined by v′ where H0(ID′) = QID′ = gv
′
. A consistent ciphertext requires s = v′α. Since

s is a random element in Zp, there must exists such an element v′. The intended recipients of

all the ciphertexts returned by the embedded-identity encryption oracle will be the same. Note

that S does not need to return anything about v′ for requests to any oracle other than the

embedded-identity encryption oracle, so the simulation goes through even v′ is unknown to S.

When A outputs two equal length messages (m∗0,m
∗
1) at the end of the find stage, S randomly

generates a bit b and returns the ciphertext (gr, t̂ · m∗b), which means the ephemeral random

parameter implicitly used is r. Let the intended recipient of this ciphertext be ID∗ and H0(ID∗) =

QID∗ = gv. If we write t̂ = e(g, g)β , for a valid ciphertext we have β = vrα. Note that the value

of v is unknown to S but it is never used elsewhere in the simulation.

At the guess stage, the embedded-identity encryption oracle is simulated as in the find stage.

If β = rs, i.e. S receives a DBP tuple. The equation defined by the challenge ciphertext gives

rs = vrα⇒ s = vα, i.e. v = v′, which makes the simulation perfect.

If β 6= rs, S made an invalid ciphertext for m∗b (as (t̂ ·m∗b)/e(g, g)v
′rα 6= m∗b). The probability

that the challenge ciphertext is a valid one of another message m∗1−b for the same recipient (i.e.
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(t̂ ·m∗b)/e(g, g)v
′rα = m∗1−b) is also negligible (and we ignore this case in our probability analysis

below). However, even the challenge ciphertext does not match with the ciphertexts returned

by the embedded-identity encryption oracle, t̂ is a random element in GT and the challenge

ciphertext leaks no information about the bit b. Assuming A would not abort in this case (or

it will only increase S’s probability to decide that t̂ 6= e(g, g)rs), the probability it can guess b

correctly is 1/2.

The strategy of S is if b = b′, it outputs ‘yes’ (meaning t̂ = e(g, g)rs); ‘no’ otherwise. We have

Pr [S solves DBP ]

= Pr [t̂ = e(g, g)rs] · Pr [Aano succeeds|valid ciphertexts] + Pr [t̂ 6= e(g, g)rs] · Pr [b 6= b′]

= (
1

2
)(

1

2
+ ε) + (

1

2
)(

1

2
) =

1

2
+
ε

2

For the CCA2-secure BF-IBE [BF01], we can prove it is ACI − KGC secure by considering

the computational bilinear problem (CBP), the computational variant of DBP (i.e., to compute

e(g, g)ab instead of distinguishing it from random). The simulation is similar to that in Theorem

4.7, but e(g, g)ab will be “trapped” by the random oracle if the adversary has non-negligible in

winning the game.

Lemma 4.1. If CBP is hard, BF-IBE is ACI − KGC secure.

Thus, we can still enjoy the usual CCA2-security against the user (outsider adversary) with

the extra ACI − KGC protection. A similar argument applies to Gentry-Silverberg HIBE and

Yao et al.’s HIBE [YFDL04]. Extra elements in the challenge ciphertext only contain more

information about r and the identities at the lower level, which cannot help the adversary to

determine the first-level identity or distinguish the ciphertext. They can also be easily simulated

by manipulating the random oracle. This gives an interesting result that even when the ciphertext

is not “strictly” user-anonymous, it is still possible to get ACI − KGC-security.
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4.4 “Escrow-Free” IBE in the Standard Model

BF-IBE is ACI − KGC-secure but its CCA2-security is only proven in the random oracle model.

Below we review Gentry-IBE [Gen06], an IBE with CCA2-security proven in the standard model,

under the original four-algorithm IBE framework.

Setup: The KGC selects g, h1, h2, h3 randomly from G, randomly chooses an exponent α ∈R Zp,

sets g1 = gα ∈ G, and chooses a hash function H : {0, 1}n → Zp from a family of universal

one-way hash functions. The public parameters and the master secret key are given by mpk =

(g, g1, h1, h2, h3, H(·)), msk = α.

KeyDer: To generate a private key for identity ID ∈ Zp, the KGC picks τID,i ∈R Zp and computes

hID,i =
(
hig
−τID,i

) 1
α−ID for i ∈ {1, 2, 3}, outputs {τID,i, hID,i}i∈{1,2,3}. The KGC must always use

the same random value τID,i for ID. This can be accomplished by using a pseudorandom function

(PRF) or an internal log [Gen06].

Enc: To encrypt m ∈ GT for identity ID ∈ Zp, the sender picks r ∈R Zp, computes C =

(u, v, w, y) =
(

(g1g
−ID)

r
, e(g, g)r , m/e(g, h1)r , e(g, h2)re(g, h3)r·H(u,v,w)

)
.

Dec: To decrypt the ciphertext C with a private key {τID,i, hID,i}i∈{1,2,3}, first check C’s validity

by testing if y = e(u, hID,2hID,3
β)vτID,2+τID,3β where β = H(u, v, w). In case of inequality, ⊥ is

outputted. Otherwise, return m = w · e(u, hID,1)vτID,1 .

4.4.1 Proposed Construction

To get ACI − KGC-security, instead of letting the KGC to select g, h1, h2, h3 randomly from G,

we require that the discrete logarithm of one with respect to another be unknown to the KGC,

or OW −KGC-security can be easily broken. This requirement was not stated in [Gen06]. In

practice, this can be achieved by using a common public seed to generate these parameters with a

cryptographic hash function. Specifically, we separate the master key generation from the Setup

as follows.

Setup: The trusted initializer chooses the group G according to the security parameter, and selects

g, h1, h2, h3 randomly from G. It also chooses a hash function H : {0, 1}n → Zp from a family of
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universal one-way hash functions. The public parameter param is given by (g, h1, h2, h3, H(·)).

MKeyGen: The KGC chooses an exponent α ∈R Zp. It sets g1 = gα ∈ G. The master pub-

lic/secret key pair is given by (mpk = g1, msk = α).

Note that the above change does not affect the original security guarantees of Gentry-IBE

against users attack, i.e. CCA2-security and user anonymity.

4.4.2 ACI − KGC-Security

With Lemma 3.2, the below theorem shows that the above IBE is ACI − KGC secure without

extra number-theoretic assumptions other than what has been assumed in the original proof for

indistinguishability against users’ attack [Gen06].

Theorem 4.8. If MDBP is hard, the above IBE is ACI − KGC secure.

Proof. Let A be an adversary that breaks ACI − KGC of the IBE system described above. We

construct an algorithm, S, that solves an MDBP instance (g, gr, gs
−1

, e(g, g)s, t̂) as follows.

S randomly chooses two exponents γ2, γ3 ∈R Zp and a hash function H : {0, 1}n → Zp

from a family of universal one-way hash functions. The system parameter param is set as

(g, h1, h2, h3, H(·)) where h1 = gr, h2 = gγ2 and h3 = gγ3 . A then returns g1 = gα ∈ G as the

master public key, α ∈ Zp is not given to S and S never uses α in the simulation. S also picks a

random element c ∈R Zp.

To simulate the embedded-identity encryption oracle with message mi as input (for i ∈

{1, · · · , qE}), S selects a random element di ∈R Zp and returns

(ui, vi, wi, yi) =
(

(gs
−1

)cdi , e(g, g)di ,mi/e(g, h1)di , e(g, g)di(γ2+γ3·H(ui,vi,wi))
)
.

Let ŝ = e(g, g)s. When A outputs two equal length messages (m∗0,m
∗
1), S randomly generates

a bit b, the challenge ciphertext is given by C = (u, v, w, y) =
(
gc, ŝ,m∗b/t̂, ŝ

γ2+γ3·β
)

, where

β = H(u, v, w). From the structure of the ciphertext, the intended recipient’s identity ID∗ is

implicitly defined by c = s(α− ID∗).

Since s−1c = s−1s(α − ID∗) = α − ID∗, the ciphertexts returned by the embedded-identity

encryption oracle are valid ciphertexts encrypted for ID∗.
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After A receives C, it outputs b′ with probability ε at the end of the guess stage. If b = b′, S

outputs 0 (meaning t̂ = e(g, g)rs); otherwise, it outputs 1.

If t̂ = e(g, g)rs, (u, v, w, y) is a valid, appropriately-distributed challenge to A. If t̂ 6= e(g, g)rs,

since t̂ is uniformly random and independent from A’s view (other than the challenge ciphertext),

(u, v, w, y) imparts no information regarding the bit b, so we have the success probability equal

to

Pr [t̂ = e(g, g)rs] · Pr [A succeeds] + Pr [t̂ 6= e(g, g)rs] · Pr [b 6= b′]

= (
1

2
)(

1

2
+ ε) + (

1

2
)(

1

2
) =

1

2
+
ε

2

Using a similar argument, SK-IBE [SK03] can be proven ACI − KGC-secure.

The following theorem shows that without using the trick of hashing the identity string as

suggested in Section 4.2.3. The above scheme can achieve ANO −KGC-security under a weaker

assumption which is the discrete logarithm assumption.

Theorem 4.9. If DLP is hard, our IBE system is ANO −KGC secure.

Proof. Let A be an adversary that breaks ANO −KGC-security of the IBE system described

above with advantage ε. We construct an algorithm, S, that solves the discrete logarithm problem

as follows.

S takes as input a random discrete logarithm challenge (g, h). It randomly chooses generators

h1, h2, h3 ∈R G, an exponent α ∈R Zp and a hash function H : {0, 1}n → Zp from a family of

universal one-way hash functions. The system parameter param is (g, h1, h2, h3, H(·)). A then

returns g1 = galpha ∈ G as the master public key, where α ∈ Zp is not given to S.

When A outputs message m∗, S randomly chooses r ∈R Zp and computes

C = (u, v, w, y) =
(
h · gr1, e(g, gr),m/e(gr, h1), e(gr, h2)e(gr, h3)β

)
where β = H(u, v, w).

After A received C, it outputs ID′ with probability ε at the end of the guess stage. S gets the

solution of DLP by computing −r · ID′.
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4.4.3 Relation between ACI − KGC-Security and Other Notions

Now we modify the scheme presented in Section 4.4.1 to give a contrived construction in the

standard model. The modification just introduces the term gID to the ciphertext. An immedi-

ate consequence is that the modified scheme no longer provides user-anonymity, To revise the

ACI − KGC proof, the extra term in the challenge ciphertext (and this term appears in all ci-

phertexts returned by the embedded-identity encryption oracle as well) can be simulated by

gα/(gs
−1

)c. That is, the resulting scheme is still ACI − KGC-secure.

Our proposed scheme can be made to be accountable [Goy07], but other accountable IBE

schemes [GLSW08, LV09] are not ACI − KGC-secure, which shows that accountability is orthog-

onal to ACI − KGC-security. For KwrtA-anonymous IBE, [IP08] showed that BF-IBE [BF01] is

KwrtA but not ID-based non-malleable, a variant of SK-IBE [SK03] is both KwrtA and ID-based

non-malleable, while BB-IBE [BB04a], AHIBE [BW06] and Gentry-IBE [Gen06] are not KwrtA

but are ID-based non-malleable. Together with our analysis in Section 4.3, it is clear that the

notions of KGC-anonymity, ID-based non-malleability and ACI − KGC-security are independent

of each other.

� End of chapter.
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Chapter 5

Anonymous Key Issuing for

Identity-Based Encryption

M aster secret key is a powerful weapon to compromise the security of any IBE system.

In this chapter, we describe how to take away some of its power by hiding the identity

list of the system from the owner of the master secret key, via the use of anonymous key issuing

protocol and a new system architecture for key issuing.

We start by presenting the framework for our new architecture and protocol, and the security

requirements of our protocol. We then present our proposed key issuing protocol for our scheme

in Chapter 4 and analyze its security. We conclude this chapter by contrasting our protocol with

related constructions, and a new application of our protocol outside the context of identity-based

encryption.

5.1 General Framework

In anonymous key issuing (AKI), we need to achieve two somewhat contradictory requirements

simultaneously. On one hand, the identity of a user should not be leaked, but a user must be

authenticated to obtain the corresponding private key. We propose a new system architecture

to realize such an AKI protocol, by employing non-colluding identity-certifying authority (ICA)

and KGC.
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Figure 5.1: Our New System Architecture for IBE

From a high level, the ICA is responsible for issuing each user a certificate on the purported

identity after authentication. This certificate is generated using the master certifying key skcert.

The certificate alone would not enable the user to decrypt. The user should contact the KGC

who issues a private key based on the certificate presented, but the KGC never gets to know the

identity involved in the certificate. The user private key is still generated with the help of the

master secret key, that is owned by the KGC and kept secret from the ICA. Figure 5.1 depicts the

certification and the key issuing process. Since the ICA keeps the identities list of the system’s

users, we make the trust assumption that the ICA does not collude with the KGC (or the KGC

can get the identities list easily). As in PKI, we also assume that the ICA would not impersonate

any user. Our solution requires a user to contact two parties before getting a key. Nevertheless,

it may be cost-prohibitive to have a globally available KGC to authenticate users and issue keys

to users via secure channels in a typical ID-based cryptosystem.

5.1.1 Formal Definition

An anonymous key issuing protocol for an IBE scheme consists of four polynomial-time algo-

rithms in additional to the Setup and MKeyGen algorithms from the IBE. For brevity, the public
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parameter param output by Setup is omitted below.

1. via (pkcert, skcert)
$← IKeyGen() the ICA probabilistically outputs the public/secret key

pair for certification pkcert, skcert;

2. via (cert, aux)
$← SigCert(skcert, ID) the ICA probabilistically outputs a certificate for iden-

tity ID and some auxiliary information aux;

3. ObtainKey(mpk, ID, cert, aux) ↔ IssueKey(sk, cert) are two interactive algorithms which

execute a user secret key issuing protocol between a user and the KGC. Recall that the key

generation algorithm MKeyGen(param) outputs (mpk,msk). The user takes as input the

master public key mpk, an identity ID, and the corresponding certificate cert with auxiliary

information aux, and gets a user secret key usk[ID] as output. The KGC takes the master

secret key msk and the certificate cert as input and gets nothing as output.

5.1.2 Design Framework

Here we give a general design framework of such a protocol. We do not claim that any design

based on the primitives mentioned here must be secure, but we will analyze the security of our

concrete protocol to be proposed shortly afterward, which is based on the standard argument in

anonymous credential literature [BCKL08, Cha08].

The first step of our AKI protocol is to get a certificate on an identity from the ICA, which

just utilizes a signature scheme. However, the user needs to show this signature to the KGC

without leaking the identity (being signed). So the ICA signs on a hiding commitment of the

identity instead. This also requires the ability to prove that the contents of a commitment have

been signed.

For the KGC side, considering that a user secret key in IBE is essentially a signature on an

identity given by the master secret key, obtaining a user secret key without leaking the identity

to the KGC boils down to obtaining something similar to a blind signature from the KGC (not

to be confused with the signature by the ICA). The blinding step can make a commitment to

the identity, the key issuing protocol then becomes one for obtaining a signature on a committed

value. A crucial difference between our protocol and a blind signature or anonymous credential is
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manifest at the final stage of our protocol. We require that the user can transform the response

from the KGC to a normal signature which directly signs on the value being committed, such

that it can be used as the private decryption key of the IBE scheme. In particular, if the final

signature just includes a non-interactive proof for proving that the contents of a commitment

have been signed, it does not seem to work with any of the existing IBE schemes.

5.2 Security Requirements

One can view (cert, aux) as a signature and SigCert as the signing algorithm of a signature scheme.

For security we require existential unforgeability against adaptive chosen message attack. We

omit this standard definition. Our framework assumes SigCert is used to sign on the (perfectly

binding and strongly computationally hiding) commitment of an identity, which is included in

cert.

Regarding ObtainKey and IssueKey, we require that malicious users can only get the user

private key for the identity “embedded” in the ICA’s certificate from the interaction with the

KGC, but nothing else. For security protection of the users, we require that the KGC cannot

learn anything from the certificate about the real identity of the user. Below is a formalization

of the above intuition, which is adopted from some of the security properties of the P-signature

[BCKL08], a suite of protocols for obtaining signature in a privacy-preserving way.

Definition 5.1. An AKI protocol satisfies issuer privacy if there exists a simulator SimIssue such

that for all PPT adversaries (A1,A2),

|Pr [ param
$← Setup(1λ); (mpk,msk)

$← MKeyGen(param);

(ID, aux, st)
$← A1(param,mpk,msk); com← Commit(param, ID, aux);

b
$← A2(st)↔ IssueKey(param,msk, com) : b = 1]

−Pr [ param
$← Setup(1λ); (mpk,msk)

$← MKeyGen(param);

(ID, aux, st)
$← A1(param,mpk,msk); com← Commit(param, ID, aux);

b
$← A2(st)↔ SimIssue(param,KeyDer(msk, ID), com) : b = 1]| < negl(λ).

Intuitively, this captures the requirement that the protocol itself reveals no information to
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the adversary (in particular, msk) other than a user secret key.

In our definition, both SimIssue and IssueKey get an honestly generated commitment, for

adversarially chosen identity ID and opening aux. Since we assume the commitment is perfectly

binding, this automatically guarantees that the identity associated with the commitment is well

defined, and only a user secret key corresponding to that particular identity is obtained by the

adversary.

For a cleaner definition, SigCert is not involved. Whether SimIssue and IssueKey receives a

signature on a commitment of ID or ID itself is just about how their interfaces take ID as the

input. We allow SimIssue to rewind the adversary and it can extract the hidden ID from the

commitment.

The above definition assumes the adversary knowsmsk even its purpose is for the protection of

the secrecy of msk. This is adopted from the security definition of secure two-party computation

protocols, which models the situation that even the adversary is given some partial information

of msk (e.g. through our IBE scheme), it is still unable to distinguish whether it is interacting

with a simulator or the real key issuing protocol. Together with the security of the underlying

IBE scheme (e.g. CCA2 with access to a user secret key oracle), our definition guarantees that

the AKI protocol can be used with the IBE scheme.

Definition 5.2. An AKI protocol satisfies user privacy if there exists a simulator SimObtain

such that for all PPT adversaries (A1,A2),

|Pr [ param
$← Setup(1λ), (mpk, ID, aux, st)

$← A1(param);

com← Commit(param, ID, aux);

b
$← A2(st)↔ ObtainKey(param,mpk, ID, com, aux) : b = 1]

−Pr [ param
$← Setup(1λ), (mpk, ID, aux, st)

$← A1(param);

com← Commit(param, ID, aux);

b
$← A2(st)↔ SimObtain(param,mpk, com) : b = 1]| < negl(λ).

This models that the protocol reveals no information about the identity ID to the malicious

KGC which interacts with the user. Both privacy notions are defined based on a single interaction,

but a simple hybrid argument can be used to show that these definitions imply privacy over many
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sequential instances.

5.3 AKI Protocol for Modified Gentry-IBE

Our protocol extends the interactive protocol for obtaining a signature on a committed value of

the first P-signature scheme in [BCKL08]. We change the signature structure of their scheme

so that it fits with the user secret key produced in the modified Gentry-IBE. There are three

components sharing the same structure in the key. For brevity, we just show how to build the

first component.

Setup: This algorithm executes Setup of modified Gentry-IBE, setups the perfectly binding,

strongly computationally hiding commitment scheme and the signature scheme.

IKeyGen: The ICA generates a key pair (pkcert, skcert) from the key generation algorithm of the

signature scheme.

SigCert: For ID ∈ {0, 1}n, the ICA creates the certificate cert = (sig, com, aux) by randomly

picking aux from the decommitment-string space of the commitment scheme for each ID; and

generating a signature sig on com = Commit(ID, aux) by running the signing algorithm of the

signature scheme using skcert.

We require that the ICA always use the same aux for a given ID. We can just take aux as

the output of a PRF with input ID, for a seed only known to the ICA.

ObtainKey(mpk, ID, cert, aux)↔ IssueKey(msk, cert):

1. The user and the KGC engage in a secure two-party computation protocol where the user’s

private input is (ρ, ID, aux) where ρ ∈R Zp, and the KGC’s private input is α. The KGC

then gets a private output which is either x = (α − ID)ρ if com = Commit(ID, aux), or

x =⊥ otherwise.

2. If x 6=⊥, the KGC randomly picks τID,1 ∈ Zp for each certificate presented. Then it

computes usk′cert = (usk′1 = (h1g
−τID,1)1/x, usk′2 = τID,1).

3. The user outputs (usk1, usk2) = ((usk′1)ρ = (h1g
−τID,1)1/(α−ID), usk′2).
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Similar to the treatment of aux in SigCert, if a certificate signing the same commitment is

presented later, same τID,1 is used.

Instead of relying on a generic secure two-party computation protocol for the first step, an

efficient protocol for securely computing g′1/(sk+m) based on any homomorphic encryption in the

standard model [Cha08, §4.3.3] can be used. In our case, the base g′ is h1g
−τID,1 , sk is α and m

is −ID.

While the signature of the second construction in [BCKL08] shares similarity with the user

secret key of BB-IBE [BB04a], the second component r of the user secret key in BB-IBE (which

is needed in the decryption) cannot be recovered since the simulation in the security proof can

only give a one-way function value of r. More importantly, BB-IBE is not ACI − KGC secure.

5.4 Security Analysis

Signer privacy and user privacy follow exactly as in the protocol in [BCKL08]. SimIssue invokes

the simulator for the two-party computation (2PC) protocol to extract the adversary’s input

(ρ, ID, aux), check if com = Commit(ID, aux) and send (uskρ1 , usk2) to the user. SimObtain also

invokes the same simulator to extract the secret key. Then the simulator is given the target

output of the computation x, and proceeds to interact with the adversary such that if the

adversary completes the protocol, its output is x. In both cases, if the adversary can determine

that it is talking with a simulator, it must be the case that the adversary’s input to the protocol

was incorrect which breaks the security of 2PC.

5.5 Related Constructions

“Anonymous” secret key issuing in ID-based cryptosystems was firstly considered by Sui et al.

[SCH+05], in a system where the duties of authentication and key issuing are separated to local

registration authorities (LRAs) and the KGC. Instead of having an LRA to issue a signature, a

user supplies a password to the LRA. To use their protocol, an LRA is required to send a list

of identities and passwords to the KGC, while our protocol does not require any communication

between them and this requirement is not suitable for our purpose. Secondly, their anonymity
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requirement just consider outsider adversaries.

The blind extraction protocols for IBE by Green and Hohenberger [GH07] is defined based

on the notion of leak freeness and selective-failure blindness. The motivating application in

[GH07] is oblivious transfer, hence the notion of selective-failure blindness considers maliciously

generated parameter. Our notion of issuer privacy is very similar to leak freeness as both are

defined in a secure 2PC fashion. A minor difference is that their definition is not coupled with

any specific way (e.g. commitment) to bind the identity, although their concrete protocols utilize

commitment scheme as well. Also, for the application of oblivious transfer, it is not one of the

essential goals to make sure that the hidden identity is certified by some third party. Our user

privacy is weaker, but it should be fine for our purpose, especially when the KGC is not motivated

to induce a selective failure and the user can verify the validity of the key obtained.

As noted in [GH07], it is non-trivial to come up with an efficient AKI protocol for BF-

IBE, another IBE that we showed is ACI − KGC-secure. However, if one is willing to weaken

the security guarantee from 2PC to something like one-more unforgeability of blind signature

[Bol03], we conjecture that an efficient AKI protocol for BF-IBE can be constructed similar to

the blind signature scheme in [Bol03].

5.6 Privacy-Preserving Searches on Encrypted Data

Anonymous IBE has attracted attention for the privacy benefits, and as a leverage to construct

public key encryption with keyword search [ABC+08, BCOP04] as follows. Identity strings are

used to represent the keywords. The private key for a particular identity is the trapdoor for

testing whether a ciphertext is tagged with a particular keyword. The role of the KGC is now

known as the trapdoor generator. To create an encrypted tag, one encrypts a random message

using the keyword as the identity in IBE, and appends the message with the tag. To locate the

ciphertexts tagged with a keyword, one tries to use a trapdoor to decrypt the tag, and see if the

result matches the accompanying message.

Back to our notion, ACI − KGC implies that the compromise of the private key does not

leak the keyword from an encrypted tag. Our AKI protocol also finds application in privacy-

preserving delegated forensic search with authorization, which the government issues a warrant
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on a keyword to a law enforcing agent (e.g. the police). This warrant is then presented to

the encrypted-data owner to indicate that the agent is authorized to ask for a trapdoor for the

certified keyword, without revealing what is of forensic interests or (the extreme way of) asking

the data owner to surrender the private key. While the idea of privacy-preserving delegated

keyword search has been considered, only blind protocols for non-user-anonymous IBE schemes

like BB-IBE and Waters-IBE are proposed [GH07], and without addressing a realistic concern

that the hidden keyword should be certified by some authority. We remark that the government

can be responsible for the system parameter generation to ensure keyword privacy.

� End of chapter.
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Part III

Attribute-Based Encryption
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Chapter 6

Anonymous Key Issuing for

Attribute-Based Encryption

A fter presenting anonymous key issuing for identity-based encryption, now we study

anonymous key issuing for attribute-based encryption. However, note that the natures

of the two protocols are quite different. In the former, the identity is what determines the

decryption privilege of the user secret key but still we want it to be hidden from the KGC. For

the protocol in this chapter, the identity does not determine the decryption privilege but it just

binds different attributes together and is crucial for the collusion resistance of the encryption

system.

We firstly give a high level description of our idea, which is followed by a formalization of

the required algorithms and security requirements. We then present our proposed protocol, and

how to incorporate the protocol with an existing attribute-based encryption system. We end this

chapter by a discussion on how to prevent abuse in anonymous systems in general.

6.1 Anonymous Credential for Attribute-Based Encryption

In our anonymous key issuing protocol, we will make use of some basic techniques in anonymous

credential systems to protect the privacy of ABE users. Up until now, there has been little

relationship between anonymous credentials and ABE (except the result in the previous chapter
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which is about the key-escrow problem of IBE).

In an anonymous credential system (see [Bra99, CL01]), users wish to obtain and prove

possession of credentials while remaining anonymous. In such work it is assumed that each user

has a unique secret key (and there are different proposals for how to prove that a given key is

valid and to prevent users from loaning out their keys, which we will discuss in Section 6.5).

Then the user can interact with each authority under a different pseudonym in such a way that

it is impossible to link multiple pseudonyms belonging to the same user. At the same time, all

of a user’s pseudonyms, and the resulting credentials, are tied to the same secret key so that the

user can prove that he has both attribute set A from one authority and set B from another.

We will use techniques from anonymous credentials to allow the users to obtain decryption

keys from the authorities without revealing their global identifiers GID’s.

The basic idea is to let the GID play the role of the anonymous credential secret key. We will

now assume that each user has a unique and secret GID value. A user interacts with authorities

using pseudonyms based on this value, and thus obtains decryption keys.2 Thus, we will replace

the GID with the assumption that each user has unique secret key as in an anonymous credential

system. Guaranteeing that this secret key is unique involves a number of subtle issues. See

Section 6.5 for a discussion of relevant techniques from the anonymous credential literature.

Note, however, that anonymous credentials do not immediately solve the privacy issue in an

ABE setting, as argued in Section 1.4.4. We design a protocol by which a user can obtain a set

of decryption keys for his secret GID without revealing any information about that GID to the

authority. At the same time, the authority is guaranteed that the agreed upon decryption keys

are the only thing that the user learns from the transaction.

Finally, we stress that, although we use several elements of anonymous credential systems,

our solution does not encrypt with respect to a user’s secret key. This is still strictly an attribute-

based encryption system, in which decryption ability is determined only by a user’s attributes.

The secret key/GID is only used in communicating with the various authorities, and in deter-

mining the appropriate decryption keys.

2Another option would be to allow the user to reveal the GID to select authorities, but to require that there

be some additional secret information that was known only to the user, to prevent impersonation.
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6.2 Framework and Security Requirements

Our definition of an authority-unlinkable ABE scheme extends the existing multi-authority ABE

definition [Cha07] by adding an interactive protocol to allow the user to obtain a decryption key

from the authority without revealing his GID.

Definition 6.1. An N -authority-unlinkable ABE scheme is an N -authority ABE scheme with

three extra algorithms (param and {apkk}k∈{1,...N} are omitted from the input):

1. (nym, aux)
$← FormNym(GID) probabilistically outputs a pseudonym for identity GID, and

some auxiliary information aux.

2. ObtainKey(apkk,GID,Ak, nym, aux) ↔ IssueKey(askk,Ak, nym) are two interactive algo-

rithms which execute a user secret key issuing protocol between a user and the attribute

authority k. The user takes as input the public key apkk of the attribute authority k, an

attribute set Ak, an identity GID, and the corresponding pseudonym nym with auxiliary

information aux, and gets what AKeyGen(askk,GID,Ak) outputs, i.e. a decryption key for

identity GID corresponding to the attribute set Ak. The attribute authority gets the secret

key askk, the set of attributes Ak and the pseudonym nym as input, and gets nothing as

output.

with the following properties

1. (nym, aux)
$← FormNym(GID) produces a commitment nym to the user’s GID with ran-

domness aux,

2. ObtainKey↔ IssueKey form a secure two party computation (2PC) protocol for the follow-

ing functionality F , where ({(apkk, askk)}k∈{1,...N}) is as output by Setup(1λ, N):

F takes as public input the authority’s public key apkk, the user’s pseudonym nym, and the

attribute set Ak. It also receives as secret input the user’s identity GID and the correspond-

ing aux, and the authority’s secret key askk. It outputs the result of AKeyGen(askk,GID,Ak)

to the user.
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6.3 Generic Anonymous Key Issuing Protocol

Now we present an anonymous key issuing protocol which allows multi-authority ABE with

enhanced user privacy. The users can communicate with AAs via pseudonyms instead of having

to provide their GIDs in the clear. At the same time, the AAs are prevented from linking multiple

attribute sets belonging to the same user by pooling their data.

As a building block we construct a protocol for an oblivious computation of a key of the form

(SK · PRFβ(u))γ , where u is a user’s GID, SK represents some secret information related to

the private key of an authority, β is the secret seed for the PRF owned by an authority and γ

corresponds to some secret related to an attribute controlled by an authority. The key is produced

obliviously, i.e. without either the authority or the user revealing any of their secret information

((SK, β, γ) or u respectively). We chose to present the protocol in this “generic” way (without

coupling with any particular ABE scheme) to illustrate its applicability. We show how this

protocol can be applied to Chase system (with a little modification) in a rather straightforward

manner (see Section 6.4). We also show how to efficiently apply this protocol to our scheme

which removes the CA. (In this case the keys are a bit more complex, so we need somewhat more

involved techniques - see Chapter 7.)

Finally, our results may be of additional interest because they show new applications of the

oblivious computation protocol for a distributed PRF, and a generalization of the oblivious PRF

techniques of Jarecki and Liu [JL09].

As mentioned before, a multi-authority ABE system which requires a user to present his

unique identifier to every authority would have severe privacy shortcomings. In particular, it will

be trivial for the various authorities to combine their data and assemble a complete picture of

all of a user’s attributes in all domains. To avoid this we look to related work on anonymous

credentials [Bra99, CL01]. We will treat the GID as the user’s secret key. Then the user can form

different pseudonyms based on this GID to use when interacting with different authorities. (See

Section 6.5 for a discussion of how we can do this while ensuring that users honestly use their

true GIDs.) When the user wishes to obtain decryption keys for certain attributes associated

with this authority, he performs an interactive protocol with the authority. As a result of this

protocol, he gets decryption keys tied to the GID that corresponds to his pseudonym. These can
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then be combined with decryption keys obtained from other authorities using other pseudonyms

for the same GID. However, from the authorities’ point of view the GID is completely hidden.

In fact it is even infeasible for two authorities to tell that they are talking to the same user.

Here we present a “generic” protocol such that a user with a private value u ∈ Zp and

an authority with private keys α, β, γ ∈ Zp can jointly compute the value (hαg1/(β+u))γ for

commonly known g, h ∈ G where the discrete logarithm between g and h be unknown to any

corrupt user. Only the user gets this output, and all other information is hidden.

The roles of each private value will be apparent when this protocol is used as the anonymous

key issuing protocol for the ABE systems to be presented in Section 6.4 and 7.4. The basic

intuition is that the structure of the final value (hαg1/(β+u))γ resembles a product of hα, which

corresponds to something related to the private key of an authority, and a randomizer computed

as PRFβ(u), where β is the secret seed for Dodis-Yampolskiy PRF [DY05], and u is the GID

of the user. 3 Finally, γ corresponds to some secret related to an attribute controlled by an

authority.

User u Attribute Authority

ρ1 ∈R Zp, 2PC←−−−−−−−−→ x := (β + u)ρ1, τ ∈R Zp

ρ2 ∈R Zp
X1, X2,PoK(α, τ, x)
←−−−−−−−− X1 := gτ/x, X2 = hατ

Y := (Xρ1
1 X2)ρ2

Y,PoK(ρ2)
−−−−−−−−→

D := Z1/ρ2
Z,PoK(τ, γ)
←−−−−−−−− Z := Y γ/τ

Figure 6.1: Our Anonymous ABE Key Issuing Protocol

Figure 6.1 shows our protocol for anonymous key issuing. In each step, PoK represents a

proof of knowledge of the secret values used in the computation. For simplicity we have omitted

the statement being proved. Here the first step denotes a 2PC protocol which takes (u, ρ1) from

the user and β from the authority and returns x := (β + u)ρ1 mod q to the authority. This can

3 In order for this to be a valid PRF, we need u to be chosen from some predefined polynomial-sized domain.

Alternatively, we can choose u = H(GID) for hash function H, but the result will be secure in the random oracle

model instead.
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be implemented via a general 2PC protocol for a simple arithmetic computation. Alternatively,

we can do this more efficiently using the construction in [BCC+09]. The necessary proofs of

knowledge (PoK) for the above statements can be efficiently realized, e.g. via a Schnorr protocol.

Theorem 6.2. The above protocol is a secure 2PC protocol for computing (hαg1/(β+u))γ , assum-

ing that the underlying arithmetic 2PC and zero knowledge proofs are secure, and (for security

against corrupt user) that DDH is hard.

Proof. For correctness, Z1/ρ2 = Y γ/(τρ2) = (X
ρ1γ/τ
1 ·Xγ/τ

2 ) = (gρ1γ/x ·hαγ) = (hαg1/(β+u))γ . To

show security we consider the cases of corrupt issuer and corrupt user below.

Corrupt issuer. In the case of a corrupt issuer, our simulator proceeds as follows:

SimU First, it will run the arithmetic 2PC simulator for computation of (β+u)ρ1. This 2PC will

extract β from the issuer and expect to be provided with x = ρ1(β + u) mod p. We will

choose a random value x ∈R Zp, and give it to the arithmetic 2PC simulator. Note that

this is correctly distributed, since for any x, β, u, there is some ρ1 such that x = ρ1(β + u)

mod p. Next, our simulator will receive X1, X2 from the adversary, and two corresponding

zero knowledge proofs. We will use the extractor for the proof system to extract α. We

will choose a random Y ∈R G and return it. (Again, this will be distributed exactly as

in a real execution.) Finally, we will receive Z from the adversary, and use the extractor

to extract γ from the corresponding proof. We will give α, β, γ to the trusted party, and

receive (hαg1/(β+u))γ , which will be the user’s private output.

Consider a hybrid simulator HybU that takes as input the user’s identifier u. It first runs the

arithmetic 2PC simulator for the computation of x (with the correct output value according to

u), and then completes the protocol as the honest user would. This is clearly indistinguishable

from the real user’s protocol by the security of the arithmetic 2PC.

Now, assuming that the proof of knowledge scheme is secure, HybU should be indistinguishable

from the above simulator SimU . This is because the values x, Y used by SimU will be distributed

identically to those in HybU . (Since ρ1, ρ2 are chosen at random in the real protocol, x will be

distributed uniformly over Zp, and Y will be distributed uniformly over G in the real protocol
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as in the simulated protocol.) Thus, interaction with our simulator is indistinguishable from

interaction with an honest user.

Corrupt user. In the case of a corrupt user, our simulator proceeds as follows:

SimI First, it will run the arithmetic 2PC simulator for computation for (β+u)ρ1 (in the process

it will extract u). Next the simulator will choose random values X1, X2 ∈R G, and send

them to the user. It will receive Y from the user, and extract ρ2 from the corresponding

proof. Then it will send u to the trusted party and receive D = (hαg1/(β+u))γ . Finally, it

will compute Z = Dρ2 and send it to the user.

Consider a hybrid simulator HybI that takes as input the issuer secrets α, β, γ. It will compute

x = (β + u)ρ1 using the arithmetic 2PC simulator. When the 2PC simulator provides u, ρ1 and

asks for output, it will correctly compute x = ρ1(β + u). Then it will complete the execution

as in the real protocol. This protocol is clearly indistinguishable from the real protocol by the

security of the arithmetic 2PC.

Next, we consider a second hybrid Hyb′I which proceeds as in HybI , but which uses the

zero-knowledge simulator for all proofs of knowledge. This must be indistinguishable by the

zero-knowledge property of the proof system. Now we need only show that this second hybrid is

indistinguishable from the interaction with the above simulator.

Consider the following reduction from DDH: Given g,A = ga, B = gb, C = gc, where a, b ∈R

Zp, and we must decide whether c = ab or c ∈R Zp. We set h = Aθ, for θ ∈R Zp. As described in

SimI , we run the arithmetic 2PC simulator to compute x = ρ1(β+u), and to extract u. Then we

compute X1 = B(1/x), X2 = Cθα, and send them to the adversary, along with a simulated proof

of knowledge. We receive Y and extract ρ2 from the corresponding proof. Finally, we compute

Z = (g1/(β+u)Aαθ)γρ2 , and return it to the user.

Note that, assuming that the proofs of knowledge are secure, if c = ab, X1, X2, Z will be

distributed correctly, and this will be indistinguishable from Hyb′I . On the other hand, if c is

random, then X1, X2 are just values chosen at random from G, as in SimI . Thus, any adversary

that can distinguish Hyb′I from SimI will allow us to solve DDH. We conclude that under the DDH

assumption, interaction with SimI is indistinguishable from interaction with a real authority.

Thus our construction is a secure 2PC protocol.
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6.4 Adding the Anonymous Key Issuing Protocol

Before we can apply our oblivious key issuing protocol, we need to make suitable modifications to

the scheme used in [Cha07]. In particular, Chase assumes a PRF with range Zp and generates de-

cryption keys blinded by g
PRFk(GID)
1 . Here instead, we wish to use the modified Dodis-Yampolskiy

PRF (DY-PRF), which has range G1. We observe that the PRF in the exponent used in [Cha07]

can be replaced by DY-PRF with group elements as its range, so that the values are instead

blinded by PRF k(GID). With this modification and a little twist in the key structure, we can

directly apply our key issuing protocol.

The scheme below is modified from the Chase scheme [Cha07] with the following changes.

1. We have rephrased it in the asymmetric bilinear map setting (e : G1×G2 → GT instead of

e : G×G→ GT ) and we assume there does not exist an efficiently computable isomorphism

from G1 to G2, i.e. the XDH assumption is made.

2. The PRF is assumed to produce output in G1, not in Zp, so PRFk(u) is used in place

of g
PRFk(u)
1 , this change allows us to use the DY-PRF [DY05], which works with our

anonymous key issuing protocol.

3. The attribute key for user is changed, and a little step is added in the decryption algorithm

accordingly.

In the following description, we begin by the setup for the whole system, then we proceed

to the key generation of the central authority and each attribute authority. After that, we will

describe the encryption and the decryption algorithm.

System

Setup: Fix prime order groups G1,G2,GT , bilinear map e : G1×G2 → GT , and generators

g1 ∈ G1 and g2 ∈ G2. Choose seeds s1, . . . , sK for all authorities. Also choose y0 ∈R Zp.

System Public Key: Y0 = e(g1, g2)y0 .

Central Authority

Central Authority Secret Key:
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• y0 that is kept secret

• sk which is sent to authority k for k = 1, · · · ,K

Secret Key for User u:

• DCA = gy01 /
∏K
k=1 PRFk(u)

Attribute Authority k

Authority Secret Key: tk,1 . . . tk,n ∈R Zp, and sk.

Authority Public Key: Tk,1 . . . Tk,n where Tk,i = g
tk,i
2 .

Secret Key for User u: Choose a random d − 1 degree polynomial p with p(0) = 0.

Secret key: {Dk,i = g
p(i)/tk,i
1 · PRFk(u)1/tk,i}i∈Au .

Encryption for attribute set AC :

Choose random s ∈R Zp. E = Y s0 m, ECA = gs2, {Ek,i = T sk,i}i∈ACk ,∀k.

Decryption :

1. For each authority k, for d attributes i ∈ ACk ∩Au, compute e(Dk,i, Ek,i) = e(g1, g2)p(i)s·

e(PRFk(u), g2)s.

2. Interpolate to find e(g, g)p(0)s · (e(PRFk(u), g2)s)X = e(PRFk(u), g2)sX , where X is a

sum of different Lagrange interpolation coefficients known to the decryptor. It is thus

easy to obtain Y sk = e(PRFk(u), g2)s.

3. Compute Y sCA = e(DCA, ECA) which is also equal to e(gy01 , gs2)/e(
∏K
k=0 PRFk(u), gs2).

4. Combine these values to obtain Y sCA ·
∏K
k=1 Y

s
k = Y s0 . Then m = E/Y s0 .

Security Analysis. Although we change the structure of the attribute-key obtained by the

user, it is just syntactical change and we claim that (somewhat surprisingly) the original security

proof still follows, with an extra XDH assumption. The original proof are omitted here since it

is just a simpler version of our proof in Section 7.5 in the next chapter.

The crucial details are as follow. In our scheme, Dk,i = g
p(i)/tk,i
1 · PRFk(u)1/tk,i . In the

simulation, Dk,i = g
φ(i)/tk,i
1 · gRk/tk,i1 where φ(x) = p′(x) − p′(0) for all x, Rk = zk,ub for k 6= k̂

and Rk = ab+ zk,ub for k = k̂. Since φ(0) = 0 and the polynomial p is randomly selected under
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the constraint that p(0) = 0, the first component of Dk,i is simulated perfectly. For the second

component, it is computationally indistinguishable as long as DY-PRF is pseudorandom.

6.5 Preventing Abuse in Anonymous Systems

A number of approaches exist in the anonymous credential literature for preventing abuse. Here

we describe a few techniques that could be used in our setting.

One important issue is how we will ensure that users are using the correct GID when this

information is hidden from the authorities. How can we ensure that users do not share their

GID’s with their friends, or generate fake GID’s?

The way this is generally addressed in the anonymous credential literature [Bra99, Lys02] is

to have separate certification authority who does get to see the user’s GID, but knows nothing

about his other activities in the system. This authority will verify the user’s identity (how this

is done depends on exactly what is used as the GID), and then issue a credential stating that

the GID is valid. This credential is such that the user can later present a pseudonym based on

his GID and prove that he has a credential for that GID, without revealing the GID itself. (This

functionality can also be distributed across many independent certification authorities.)

This does not in itself prevent the user from sharing his GID. He could easily give away both

his GID and the associated credential. Thus, several anonymous credential systems propose

additional measures [GPR98, Bra99, LRSW99], where some additional secret and important

information is tied into the credential. (This could be for example a credit card number, electronic

check, or a secret key for an existing, important signature scheme.) This will be done in such a

way that the user cannot share the credential without also sharing this secret information. One

approach is to design the system in such a way that using the credential will require the user to

prove knowledge of this information.

Finally, in our system we have the additional requirement that we must ensure that each user

only gets one set of keys from each authority. We will do this using techniques developed for

credential revocation [BCC04, BL07]. The certification authority will include in the credential

some additional random value rtag , generated jointly by the authority and user and unknown

to the authority. Then when he requests attribute keys from a given authority, the user will
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compute hk(rtag) using the authority’s function hk (e.g. under the XDH assumption we might

use hk(rtag) = Xrtag
k for some value Xk ∈ G1 whose discrete logarithm is unknown) and send

the resulting value along with his pseudonym and credential proof. Then the authority can verify

that this value is new before issuing decryption keys to the user.

� End of chapter.
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Chapter 7

Decentralizing Key-Policy

Attribute-Based Encryption

N ew technique for decentralizing key-policy attribute-based encryption will be presented

in this chapter, at the same time user privacy can still be preserved without introducing

too much computational overhead.

This chapter starts by the definitions of multi-authority ABE. We then give the intuition

behind existing attempts and our approach in removing the trusted central authority (CA) from

multi-authority ABE. For a complete privacy-preserving solution, we need to incorporate our

anonymous key issuing protocol presented in Chapter 6 to our CA-free system. However, a

trivial adaptation will result in a rather inefficient scheme and we explain our way to circumvent

this problem, which leads to our final construction. We analyze our proposed construction in

terms of security and efficiency. Finally, various extensions of our proposed system are presented.

7.1 Definitions of Multi-Authority ABE

We begin by defining a multi-authority ABE scheme with a trusted setup (but without an online

trusted CA), and without any privacy guarantees. For now, we consider a key-policy threshold

scheme, where the user’s decryption key corresponds to a set of attributes and a threshold value.

(See Section 7.6 for an extension to more general policies.)
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In a multi-authority ABE system, we have many attribute authorities, and many users. There

are also a set of system-wide public parameters available to everyone (either created by a trusted

party, or by a distributed protocol between the authorities). A user can choose to go to an at-

tribute authority, prove that it is entitled to some of the attributes handled by that authority, and

request the corresponding decryption keys. The authority will run the attribute key generation

algorithm, and return the result to the user. Any party can also choose to encrypt a message,

in which case he uses the public parameters together with an attribute set of his choice to form

the ciphertext. Any user who has decryption keys corresponding to an appropriate attribute set

can use them for decryption.

In what follows, we use GID to denote the global identity of a user and A to denote a set

of attributes. We use Au and AC to denote the attribute set of a user and that specified by

a ciphertext respectively. We assume all the attribute sets can be partitioned into N disjoint

sets, handled by the N attribute authorities, and we use a subscript k to denote the attributes

handled by the authority k.

Definition 7.1. An N -authority ABE scheme consists of four algorithms:

1. Via (param, {(apkk, askk)}k∈{1,...N})
$← Setup(1λ, N) the randomized key generation algo-

rithm takes a security parameter λ ∈ N and the number of authorities N ∈ N, and outputs

the system parameters param and N public/secret key pairs (apkk, askk), one for each

attribute authority k ∈ {1, . . . N}. The threshold values {dk}k∈{1,...N} for each authority

are also included in param. For simplicity, we assume param and {apkk}k∈{1,...N} are the

implicit inputs of the rest of the algorithms.

2. Via uskk[GID,Ak]
$← AKeyGen(askk,GID,Ak) the attribute authority k uses its secret key

askk to output a decryption key corresponding to the attribute set Ak for the user with

identity GID.

3. Via C
$← Enc({Ak}k∈{1,...N},m) a sender encrypts a message m for the set of attributes

{Ak}, resulting in a ciphertext C, where Ak denotes a subset of the attribute domain of the

authority k.

4. Via m ← Dec({uskk[GID,Ak]}k∈{1,...N},C) a user GID who possesses a sufficient set of
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decryption keys {uskk[GID,Ak]} from each authority k decrypts C to recover m.

7.1.1 Consistency

Definition 7.2. An N -authority ABE scheme satisfies the consistency property if for all λ,N ∈

N, all identities GID and all messages m, for all {Auk} and {ACk } such that |ACk ∩Auk | > dk for all

authorities k ∈ {1, . . . , N},

Pr[(param, {(apkk, askk)}k∈{1,...N})← Setup(1λ, N);C
$← Enc({ACk }k∈{1,...N},m);

Dec({AKeyGen(askk,GID,Auk)}k∈{1,...N},C) = m] = 1,

where the probability is taken over the random coins of all the algorithms in the expressions

above.

7.1.2 Security

Definition 7.3. An N -authority ABE scheme is (t, n, ε)-secure against selective-attribute attack

if all t-time adversaries A compromising at most n authorities have advantage at most ε in making

the game below return 1.

Experiment Expsaa
N−ABE,A(λ)

(AC = {AC1 , . . . ,ACN},Kcorr ⊂ [1, N ]})← A;

if |Kcorr| > n then return 0;

{Uk}k/∈Kcorr ← ∅;

(param, {(apkk, askk)}k∈{1,...N})
$← Setup(1λ, N);

(m∗0,m
∗
1, st)

$← AAKeyGenO(·,·,·)(‘find’, param, {apkk}k∈{1,...N}, {askk}k∈Kcorr );

b
$← {0, 1}; C∗ $← Enc(AC ,m∗b);

b′
$← AAKeyGenO(·,·,·)(‘guess’,C∗, st);

if b 6= b′ then return 0 else return 1;

where st is state information maintained byA, and the attribute-key generation oracle AKeyGenO(GID,Auk , k)

is defined as:

if (k ∈ Kcorr) return ⊥;

if (∃Auk
′ s.t. (GID,Auk

′) ∈ Uk) return ⊥;
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if (|Auk ∩ ACk | ≥ dk)

∧ {∀j 6= k, [(j ∈ Kcorr)

∨ (∃Auj s.t. ((GID,Auj ) ∈ Uj ∧ |Auj ∩ ACj | ≥ dj))]}

return ⊥;

Uk ← Uk ∪ (GID,Auk); return AKeyGen(askk,GID,Auk).

As in all ABE schemes to date, users are not allowed to simply add attributes to their

decryption key set. Instead, a user who wants to update his attribute set must receive an

entirely new set of keys. In the multi-authority case (see e.g. [Cha07]), this means that a user

cannot simply return to an authority with the same GID – he must obtain new keys from all

authorities.

7.2 Removing the Trusted Authority

We review the motivation behind the use of the CA, and show how to avoid it. To have a

concrete discussion, we assume the following details of an ABE system. The master public key

is e(g1, g2)msk and the message m is encrypted in the form of (e(g1, g2)s·msk ·m) where s is the

randomness of the ciphertext.

Simple Secret Sharing Allows Collusion. To allow for multiple attribute authorities, the

first step is to distribute the master secret key msk across the different attribute authorities.

However, care must be taken to prevent collusion attacks so that users A and B who each have

the appropriate attributes from one of two different authorities cannot combine their knowledge

to decrypt something neither of them is entitled to.

Now let’s look at what happens when we want to divide this msk among the authorities.

Consider the two-authority case. Suppose we use a trivial additive sharing of the master secret

key y1 + y2 = msk where one authority uses y1 and the other uses y2, and a scheme where an

honest user gets a decryption key based on gy1 and gy2 from the respective authorities. Then

a user A with enough attributes from the first authority can recover e(g1, g2)y1s, and similarly,

user B with enough attributes from the second authority can recover e(g1, g2)y2s. Even if neither

alone has sufficient attributes from both authorities, i.e., user A has not enough attribute from
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the second authority, together they will be able recover e(g1, g2)s·msk and hence the message m.

Thus we cannot use a straightforward sharing of the master secret key between the authorities.

The basic idea is to use a different sharing for each user. But, since we do not want these

authorities to communicate among themselves for every secret key request, how can they ensure

that the values used for each user always sum to msk?

Using PRFs to make the Key “User-Specific”. The answer in [Cha07] was to require

that authorities compute shares deterministically, each using their own PRF, and then to have

a separate CA, whose job was to ensure that the sharing would add up: it would know each

authority’s PRF seed as well as the msk, it would use this information to generate the shares used

for each user, and it would generate the appropriate final share. Specifically, for user GID, each

authority k uses share gPRFk(GID), and the CA gives to user GID the value gmsk−
∑N
k=1(PRFk(GID)),

where PRF k(·) denotes a pseudorandom function using authority k’s secret seed. A user GID with

enough attributes from authority k can recover e(g1, g2)s·PRFk(GID) from the ciphertext. Then

this can be combined with the “matching” value obtained from the CA and some component in

the ciphertext to recover the session key e(g1, g2)s·msk.

Ideas behind Lin et al.’s Proposal. Instead of using PRFs, Lin et al. [LCLS08] uses a degree

m polynomial – Fk(GID) = ak0 + ak1(GID) + · · · + akm(GID)m to replace the function msk −∑N
k=1(PRFk(u)). The coefficients of the polynomials {Fk}k∈[1,...N ] are chosen distributively by

all the authorities at the initial setup (i.e. no further communication is necessary for user secret

key issuing). The polynomials are constructed in a way such that when they are interpolated,

the constant terms {ak0}k∈[1,...N ] give the master secret key and all other terms become 0. For

malicious users A and B to “glue” their keys, terms like akj(GIDA) + ak`(GIDB) appear which

make the cancellation of the coefficients difficult, but not impossible. Obviously, a degree-m

polynomial cannot be random when one sees more than m evaluations of it at different points.

As suggested in [LCLS08], a collusion of (m + 1) users could interpolate their keys to compute

keys corresponding to Fk(GID′) for any GID′.

Ideas behind Our Proposal. The beauty of a PRF family is that no polynomial-time ad-

versary can distinguish (with significant advantage) between a randomly chosen function and a
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truly random function (in contrast with a degree m polynomial used in [LCLS08]). The idea here

(suggested by Waters and formalized here) is to eliminate the need for the CA by using a set of

PRFs whose output values on any particular input always sum to zero.

In more details, each pair of authorities (j, k) shares a secret PRF seed seedjk (again, this

sharing is done once and for all at the initial setup stage). This means there are O(N2) PRFs to be

used in total. The final “random-looking” Fk(GID) used by each authority is a linear combination

of N−1 basic PRFs. More specifically, it is the summation of all of these PRFs, each weighted by

either 1 or −1. An appropriate choice of summation and subtraction makes all these PRF values

cancel each other when Fk(GID) for different k are added together. Informally, such a “sum-of-

PRF” construction still looks pseudorandom to any adversary who knows less than N − 2 of a

particular authority k’s secret seeds seedkj (i.e. to any adversary controlling less than N − 2

other authorities). The final composite PRF is computed as Fk(GID) =
∑
j<k PRF jk(GID) −∑

j>k PRF jk(GID). This PRF construction is similar to the simplest construction in [NPR99],

where it is used to build a distributed key distribution center.

7.3 Adding the Anonymous Key Issuing Protocol

While our anonymous key issuing protocol is general enough to allow issuing keys of the form

(SK · PRF (u))1/ti where (SK, t) is some secret held by the key-issuing authority and u is a

private value of the key-requesting user (e.g. GID), a straightforward adoption in the CA-less

multi-authority ABE may result in a fairly inefficient system. To see this, recall from Section 6.4

that the keys are of the form g
p(i)/ti
1 PRFk(u)1/ti for polynomial p (this gives us “user-specific

secret keys” which provides collusion-resistance) for each attribute i ∈ Au. This means that our

key issuing protocol will be invoked O(|Au|) times. On top of that, we require O(N2) copies of

the underlying PRF in order to remove the trusted authority, which makes a total of O(N2|Au|)

invocations of our key issuing protocol, an undesirably high price for preserving user privacy.

Instead, we will make the number of invocations independent of |Au|, by introducing extra

randomness in the attribute key issuing process. We add N −1 blinding factors Rkj to the secret

value ask used to generate the attribute keys from authority k. The objective is to make the

attribute part of the decryption key independent of user GID (but still different for each user) so
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that it can be generated without interaction with the user. We then use these R’s to play the

role of master secret key in the key issuing protocol, i.e. g
Rkj
1 · PRFkj(u) will be issued to user

u for each value j. In the decryption process, the user will recover a function of p(0), and can

then use these values to remove the blinding.

To see how the new key structure ensures collusion resistance, when a user has enough at-

tributes from a particular authority, he can recover a term with these R terms embedded (because

of the way we define p(0)). The user secret key contains the term g
Rkj
1 · PRFkj(u), which is the

only other information about these R terms. Intuitively, to get rid of these R terms will introduce

the user-specific PRF value, which can only be cancelled out by the other PRF values for the

same user, as hinted in the previous subsection.

7.4 Construction

Our final CA-less multi-authority anonymous ABE works as follows:

Setup The setup stage starts by the following initializations.

• (System Parameter) Given a security parameter λ and a public random string S ∈ {0, 1}poly(λ),

the authorities generate an admissible bilinear group parameters 〈e(·, ·), ψ(·), q, g1, g2,G1,G2,GT 〉

from BDH Gen(1λ;S).

• (Collision-Resistant Hash Function (CRHF)) The authorities also generate from S a CRHF

H : {0, 1}∗ → Zp, which takes the user’s global identifier GID as an input. We denote the

corresponding output by u.

Since the groups have prime order q and no hidden structure, this can safely be generated

from public coins, so each authority can do this independently. The next stage is an interactive

protocol. We assume the authorities have authenticated channels with one another.

• (Master Public/Secret Key) Each authority k picks vk ∈R Zp and sends Yk = e(g1, g2)vk to

the other authorities. They all individually compute Y =
∏
Yk = e(g1, g2)

∑
k vk .

• (PRF Seed) Each pair of authorities engages in a 2-party key exchange such that each
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authority k shares with another authority j a seed skj ∈ Zp which is only known to them

and not to any other authority i /∈ {j, k}. We define skj = sjk.

• (PRF Base) Each authority k randomly picks xk ∈ Zp and computes yk = gxk1 , which

defines a pseudorandom function PRFkj(·) that can only be computed by authority k and

j. Define PRFkj(u) = g
xkxj/(skj+u)
1 where u ∈ Zp, which can be computed by y

xj/(skj+u)
k

or y
xk/(skj+u)
j .

Each authority k also gives non-interactive proofs of knowledge of vk and xk. The proofs can

be computed and verified efficiently using Groth-Sahai non-interactive proof systems for bilinear

groups [GS08], which is based on a variety of assumptions, in particular, the XDH assumption.

The rest of the setup can be carried out by each authority autonomously:

• (Attribute Public/Secret Key) Authority k proceeds as follows: for each attribute i ∈

{1, . . . , nk} it picks tk,i ∈ Zp and computes Tk,i = g
tk,i
2 .

Each authority k stores

〈xk, {skj}j∈{1,...,N}\{k}, {tk,i}i∈[1,...,nk]}〉

securely as its private key. Finally the system parameters param are published as follows:

〈Y = e(g1, g2)
∑
k vk , {yk, {Tk,i = g

tk,i
2 }i∈[1,...,nk]}}k∈[1,...,N ]}〉.

We remark that {yk}k∈[1,...,N ] is only used by the authority but not the users.

Key Issuing To get the key, user u executes the following with each authority k.

1. For j ∈ {1, . . . , N}\{k}, user u starts N −1 independent invocations of our anonymous key

issuing protocol for g = yxkj , h = g1, αk = δkjRkj , βk = skj and γk = δkj where Rkj ∈ Zp

is randomly picked by authority k and δkj = 1 if k > j and −1 otherwise. As a result, user

u obtains Dkj = g
Rkj
1 PRFkj(u) for k > j or Dkj = g

Rkj
1 /PRFkj(u) for k < j.

2. Authority k randomly picks a degree dk polynomial pk(·) with pk(0) = vk−
∑
j∈{1,...,N}\{k}Rkj .

3. Authority k issues Sk,i = g
p(i)/tk,i
1 for each eligible attribute i for the user.
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4. User u computes Du =
∏

(k,j)∈{1,...,N}×({1,...,N}\{k})Dkj . Note that all PRF terms in

the above project cancel each other out by the choice of δkj , we have Du = gRu1 , where

Ru =
∑

(k,j)∈{1,...,N}×({1,...,N}\{k})Rkj .

Encryption To encrypt m for attribute set AC = {AC1 , . . . ,ACN}, pick s ∈R Zp, return 〈E0 =

mY s, E1 = gs2, {Ck,i = T sk,i}i∈ACk ,∀k∈[1...N ]〉. (Note that this is identical to the encryption algo-

rithm in [Cha07].

Decryption

1. For each authority k ∈ [1, . . . N ]:

(a) For any dk attributes i ∈ ACk ∩ Auk , pair up Sk,i and Ck,i, i.e. compute e(Sk,i, Ck,i) =

e(g
pk(i)/tk,i
1 , g

stk,i
2 ) = e(g1, g2)spk(i).

(b) Interpolate all the values e(g1, g2)spk(i) to get Pk = e(g1, g2)spk(0) = e(g1, g2)s(vk−
∑
j 6=k Rkj).

2. Multiply Pk’s together to get Q = e(g1, g2)s(
∑
{vk}−Ru) = Y s/e(gRu1 , gs2).

3. Compute e(Du, E1) ·Q = e(gRu1 , gs2) ·Q = Y s.

4. Recover m by E0/Y
s.

7.5 Analysis

7.5.1 Confidentiality

Theorem 7.4. The construction of N -authority ABE described in Section 7.4 is a (poly(t), N −

1, ε)-secure multi-authority ABE under the assumption that no t-time algorithm can solve DBDH

or q-DDHI with probability ε better than 1/2, where q is polynomial in t.

The intuition behind our reduction to DBDH problem is as follows: We are given a DBDH

problem instance (ga2 , g
b
2, g

c
2, Z). We choose the secret key share of one honest attribute authority

to be something that S cannot compute (ab). Then decrypting the challenge ciphertext would

require computing a function of this value (e(gab1 , gc2)). The original Sahai-Waters single authority
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scheme [SW05] had techniques for setting up a challenge ciphertext, and for issuing decryption

keys for attribute sets that were insufficient to decrypt the challenge. What makes things chal-

lenging in the multi-authority case is that the adversary can request decryption keys for sufficient

attribute sets from all but one of the authorities. And we do not know a priori which authority

that one will be. Thus, we have to set up our parameters so that we can set any of our authorities

as the one that corresponds to the uncomputable portion of the master key.

The way we do this in the proof is first to choose at random an authority k∗ and form its

parameters based on this uncomputable value. If it turns out that this is the authority from which

the adversary requests insufficient attributes for user u, then we are all set, and we can simply

reuse the Sahai-Waters techniques. If not, we use the fact that, in our scheme, the authority does

not give out keys only based on its share of the secret – it also incorporates some pseudorandom

values based on the seeds that it shares with other authorities. Thus, we can pretend the challenge

values are incorporated in this pseudorandomness. (If only honest parties know the seed of a

PRF, then in our reduction we can replace it with any other “random-looking” function.) This of

course means that at least one other authority must adjust its pseudorandomness to compensate,

and we choose this authority to be one of the other honest authorities from which the adversary

does not request sufficient attributes. (The security game guarantees that there must be at least

one other such authority.)

The above argument follows when there are at most N−2 corrupted authorities. Our selective

model makes it easier to analyze the case when N−1 authorities are corrupted since the adversary

is required to announce which N − 1 authorities to be corrupted at the very beginning of the

game, even before the setup stage. In this case, we just need to set the index k∗ to be the honest

authority.

Proof. Suppose there exists an adversary that wins the security game as described previously

with non-negligible probability ε. Then we show how to construct a simulator S which uses it

to solve the DBDH problem – given g1 ∈ G1, g2, A2 = ga2 , B2 = gb2, C2 = gc2 ∈ G2, it decides

whether Z = e(g1, g2)abc or e(g1, g2)R for random R ∈ Zp. At the beginning, S receives a list of

attribute sets {ACk } and a list of corrupted authorities Kcorr. S initializes as follows:

• If |Kcorr| 6= N − 2, randomly pick k∗ ∈ [1, . . . , N ].
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• Otherwise, set k∗ to be the single element in the set 1, · · · , N\Kcorr.

• Public key and private key of honest authority k: Choose random βk,i ∈ Zp, set

Tk,i = g
βk,i
2 for i ∈ Auk ∩ ACk and Tk,i = B

βk,i
2 for i /∈ Auk ∩ ACk .

– For k 6= k∗, choose random wk ∈ Zp and implicitly sets vk = wkb.

– For authority k∗, choose random wk∗ and implicitly sets vk∗ = ab+ wk∗b.

For each pair of authorities j, k, choose a random PRF seed and a random PRF base to

define the pseudorandom function PRFkj .

• Private key of corrupted authority k: Choose random tk,i ∈ Zp for all attribute i,

and a random master secret key share vk, the public key is set as Tk,i = g
tk,i
2 for all i

accordingly. The corrupt authority must also receive pseudorandom seeds for each other

authority j, defining functions PRFkj .

• Public key of the system:

Y = e(A1, B2)e(g1, g
b
2)

∑
k/∈Kcorr {wk}e(g1, g2)

∑
k∈Kcorr {vk}

Attributes key queries to any corrupted authority can be simulated by the adversary

since it has the secret key already. Attributes key queries to an honest authority k for Auk are

answered differently depending on whether k = k̂(u), which denotes the first authority the user

u (controlled by the adversary A) queried such that |Auk ∩ ACk | < dk. In the below description,

zk are different for different users (i.e. zk should better be denoted by zUk and they are user

specific).

• k 6= k̂(u): S sets p(0) = wkb+ zkb for a random zkj ∈ Zp by choosing a random polynomial

ρ such that ρ(0) = wk + zk and implicitly setting p(i) = bρ(i).

For i ∈ ACk , (i.e. i ∈ Auk ∩ ACk ), Tk,i = g
βk,i
2 , so Sk,i = g

bρ(i)/βk,i
1 = B

ρ(i)/βk,i
1 .

For i /∈ ACk , (i.e. i ∈ Auk\ACk ), Tk,i = g
bβk,i
2 , Sk,i = g

bρ(i)/bβk,i
1 = g

ρ(i)/βk,i
1 .

Since p(0) = vk−
∑
j∈{1,...,N}\{k}Rkj , if we let R =

∑
j∈{1,...,N}\{k}Rkj , this settings mean

S sets R = −zkb for k 6= k∗ or R = ab− zk∗b for k = k∗.
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To compute the Dkj terms, we consider two cases.

If k 6= k∗, S can compute gvk1 = Bwk1 . Likewise, gR1 = g
p(0)
1 /gvk1 = B−zk1 can be computed.

Note that this value is the Du component that the user u will eventually compute from the

Dkj terms obtained from the authority k.

In the protocol, authority k issues these Dkj terms to the user u instead of a single Du value.

This can be simulated easily. S randomly picks R′kj for j ∈ {1, . . . , N}\{k} which satisfy∑
j∈{1,...,N}\{k}R

′
kj = −zk, implicitly sets eachRkj = bR′kj and setsDkj = B

R′kj
1 ·PRFkj(u)

for k > j or B
R′kj
1 /PRFkj(u) otherwise. This is distributed exactly like the output of the

honest key generation algorithm.

If k = k∗, S cannot compute gvk∗1 = g
ab+w∗kb
1 . However, we can still proceed as above.

S will choose random values R′kj such that
∏
j∈{1,...,N}\{k}R

′
kj = −zk and set Dkj =

B
R′kj
1 · PRFkj(u) or B

R′kj
1 /PRFkj(u). Now, this is slightly different from the real world,

an honest algorithm would compute
∑
Rkj = vk − p(0) = ab− zk∗b. Here

∑
Rkj = −zk∗b

instead.

However, note that user u eventually computes Du which is the multiplication of Dkj for

(k, j) ∈ {1, . . . , N} ×({1, . . . , N}\{k}). It turns out that for authority k̂(u), S will also

compute things slightly incorrectly so that
∑
Rk̂(u)j is off by ab. Thus, we can interpret

Dkk̂(u) = B
R′
kk̂(u)

1 · PRFkk̂(u) as g
Rkk̂(u)
1 · (PRFkk̂(u) · B

a
1 ) to resolve both problems, i.e.

implicitly setting Rkk̂(u) (the variable) as −ab + Rkk̂(u)b
′ (the value). In this case, we get

the correct value for
∑
Rkj . The only inconsistency is that we are using PRFkk̂(u) ·B

a
1 in

place of PRFkk̂(u). However, we will use the same value when computing keys from k̂(u),

and thus by pseudorandomness of the PRF, this should be indistinguishable from correctly

generated output. Finally, we are still computing all Dkj values in the same way in both

cases (only changing our interpretation), thus we don’t at this point need to know which

authority will be k̂(u).

• k = k̂(u): As previously promised, S should set p(0) = ab+wkb+zkb implicitly for a random

zk ∈ Zp. To do so, S first chooses (dk − 1) random points ri ∈ Zp and set p(i) = rib for

i ∈ ACk (recall that |Auk ∩ ACk | < dk). Since Tk,i = g
βk,i
2 , Sk,i = g

p(i)/βk,i
1 = B

ri/βk,i
1 . Under

these dk constraints, p is fully determined.
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For other attributes i /∈ ACk , we can compute Sk,i by interpolation. Specifically, since

Tk,i = g
bβk,i
2 ,

Sk,i = g
p(i)/bβk,i
1

= g
(∆0(i)(ab+zkb+wkb)+

∑
∆j(i)rjb)/bβk,i

1

= g
(∆0(i)(a+zk+wk)+

∑
∆j(i)rj)/βk,i

1

= A
∆0(i)/βk,i
1 g

zk+wk
∑

∆j(i)rj/βk,i
1

where ∆j(i) is the Lagrange interpolation coefficient.

For the Dkj terms, again we consider two cases.

If k = k∗, to compute Dkj , R
′
kj are chosen such that

∑
R′kj = −zk. S implicitly sets

Rkj = R′kjb, then computes Dkj = B
R′kj
1 PRFkj(u) or Dkj = B

R′kj
1 /PRFkj(u). The result

is distributed as in the original algorithm.

If k(= k̂(u)) 6= k∗, i.e. ∃k′ 6= k̂(u) such that k′ = k∗, it means that when computing Dk′k̂(u),

we replaced PRFk′k(u) with PRFk′k(u) ∗ Ba1 . Thus, we must use the same value here: We

choose random Rkj′ such that
∑
R′kj = zk. Then we compute Dkj = B

R′kj
1 PRFkj(u)

for all j 6= k. Now if we interpret Rkk′ (the variable) as ab + Rkk′ (the value), then

Dkk′ = B
R′
kk′

1 /PRFkj(u) = g
Rkk′
1 /(PRFkj(u)Ba1 ), which means that it is consistent with

the value used by authority k′.

Challenge ciphertext is

(m · Z · e(gc1, gb2)
∑
{wk}e(gc1, g2)

∑
k∈Kcorr {vk}, gc2, {(gc2)βk,i}i∈AC ).

If A guesses correctly, S guesses Z = e(g1, g2)abc, Z ∈R GT otherwise.

Theorem 7.5. The construction of N -authority ABE described in Chapter 7.4 is an authority

unlinkable ABE when at most N − 2 of authorities are corrupted, under the XDH assumption,

and the assumption that the underlying 2PC and zero knowledge proofs of knowledge are secure.

Proof. In Chapter 6.3, we have proven that our anonymous key issuing protocol is a 2PC protocol.

Recall that our anonymous key issuing protocol requires that the discrete logarithm between

g1 = gxjxk and h = g1 be unknown. This condition is satisfied since a collusion of N − 2 AAs
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cannot learn the discrete logarithm xj if the authority j is outside the collusion group. (In this

case the colluding parties will only see yj = g
xj
1 and a corresponding zero-knowledge proof of

knowledge of xj .)

7.5.2 Efficiency

The above construction requires that each authority store N −1 seeds and run N −1 invocations

of our anonymous key issuing protocol for each user. The user in turn has to store |Auk | + 1

values for each authority k. The main overhead is on the side of the authority, and even so, it

seems a fairly small cost to pay in exchange for guaranteeing security when any N − 1 out of N

authorities are corrupted.

For initial setup, we do not require any explicit distributed key generation (DKG). Thanks to

the non-interactive zero-knowledge proof, the number of communication rounds is quite minimal

(2 rounds). When compared with the trusted CA approach, the load on the authorities is still

somewhat higher in that they must participate in an initial setup phase and communicate with all

other authorities. However, it seems unavoidable given that we have no party who is guaranteed

to be trusted. Finding an approach that would avoid this limitation, while still providing the

strong security guarantees that we consider, is a very interesting problem.

Lin et al.’s construction [LCLS08] requires designers to fix a constant m for the system, which

directly determines efficiency. The resulting construction is such that any group of m+1 colluding

users will be able to break security of the encryption.

A detailed comparison among different multi-authority ABE proposals is given in Table 7.1.

“Tolerated compromise” refers to the maximum colluding set against which a system remains

secure. “DKG instance” refers to the number of invocations of the distributed key generation

protocol required among the AAs in the setup stage. “Ciphertext overhead” is defined to be

the ciphertext size minus the plaintext size. For a fair comparison with Lin et al.’s scheme

[LCLS08], since our scheme is secure against polynomially-many users, we suggest m should be

much larger than N , since it seems reasonable to assume there are more malicious users than

malicious authorities. Our system performs better when m > N−1. The efficiency of our scheme

compares favorably with that of previous multi-authority ABE schemes, even though we provide
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Properties Chase [Cha07] Lin et al. [LCLS08] Ours

Tolerated Compromise 0 CA m users (N − 1) AAs

DKG Instance 0 m+ 2 0

Authority Key Size |Ak|+ 1 |Ak|+m+ 1 |Ak|+N

User Key Size |Au|+ 1 |Au| |Au|+ 1

Ciphertext Overhead |AC |+ 1 |AC | |AC |+ 1

Table 7.1: Comparisons of Different Multi-Authority ABE Proposals

a stronger security guarantee.

7.6 Extensions

7.6.1 Supporting Large Universe

In our basic construction, the universe of attributes is constrained by the size of the public

parameters (specifically {Tk,i}). This contrasts with the large universe model (first introduced

in [SW05]), in which the universe of attributes is exponentially large, but public parameter size

depends on a fixed maximum on the number of attributes allowed in a ciphertext. That approach

also has the advantage that any arbitrary string can be used as an attribute via the use of a

collision resistant hash function. A large universe construction was presented in [SW05] and a

similar concept has been used in [GPSW06].

Our anonymous key issuing protocol and the removal of the central authority technique can

also be applied to the multi-authority version of the large universe and complex access structure

construction in [GPSW06]. We highlight five major distinctions of the large universe construction:

1. Functions {Tk(i)} : Zp → G1 are used to replace the group elements Tk,i for attribute i of

each authority k. Tk(i) is publicly computable.

2. Accordingly, Ck,i in the ciphertext is changed from T sk,i to Tk(i)s.

3. g
p(i)/tk,i
1 in the user secret key is replaced with g

p(i)
1 Tk(i)r.
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4. Since the randomness r is introduced in the user secret key, gr2 is also given to “cancel out”

r in the decryption.

5. To decrypt a ciphertext, merely computing e(g
p(0)
1 · Tk(i)r, gs2) results in e(g1, g2)sp(0) ·

e(Tk(i)r, gs2), so the later term should be cancelled out by e(Tk(i)s, gr2).

While the proof of confidentiality in [GPSW06] relies critically on the construction of Tk(i)

in the simulation, the key idea of the multi-authority scheme in [Cha07] is that p(0) will be set

as the PRF computed on the user’s GID, and thus this technique is independent of how Tk(i) is

constructed. As hinted at in the intuition provided in the proof of our basic scheme, the crux in

our proof for multi-authority ABE is about how to embed an unknown master secret key (which

is related to the solution of the hard problem) by taking advantage of the pseudorandom values

blinding the user secret key. We can show security by applying the same techniques as in our

basic scheme.

Here we present an extension of our basic scheme to support a large universe of attributes.

Changes are underlined.

Setup.

• (Attribute Public Key) Let N = {1, . . . , n+ 1}. Each authority picks Tk,i ∈ G1 for i ∈ N .

Define Tk(X) = gX
n

1

∏n+1
i=1 T

∆i(X)
k,i , where ∆i(X) is the Lagrange interpolation coefficient

with respect to the set of points N .

Key Issuing. For each authority k, user u executes the following

1. For j ∈ {1, . . . , N}\{k}, user u starts in N − 1 independent invocations of our anonymous

key issuing protocol to obtain Dkj = g
Rkj
1 PRFkj(u)±1.

2. Authority k randomly picks a degree dk polynomial pk(·) with pk(0) = vk−
∑
j∈{1,...,N}\{k}Rkj .

3. For each attribute x, authority k picks rx ∈R Zp and issues Skx = g
p(x)
1 · Tk(x)rx , S′kx = grx2 .

4. User u computes Du =
∏

(k,j)∈{1...N}×({1...N}\{k})Dkj . It can be easily shown that Di ==

gRu1 where Ru =
∑

(k,j)∈{1...N}×({1...N}\{k})Rkj .
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Encryption. For attributes {AC1 , . . . ,ACN}, encryption first chooses random s ∈ Zp, and return

〈E0 = mY s, E1 = gs2, {Ckx = Tk(x)s}x∈ACk ,∀k∈[1...N ]〉, s ∈ Zp.

Decryption.

1. For each authority k ∈ [1, . . . N ]:

(a) For any dk attributes x ∈ ACk ∩ Auk , compute

e(Skx, E1)/e(Ckx, S
′
kx)

= e(g
p(x)
1 · Tk(x)rx , gs2)/e(Tk(x)s, grx2 )

= e(g
p(x)
1 , gs2)e(Tk(x)rx , gs2)/e(Tk(x)s, grx2 )

= e(g1, g2)sp(x).

(b) Interpolate all these e(g1, g2)spk(i) to get

Pk = e(g1, g2)spk(0) = e(g1, g2)s(vk−
∑
j 6=k Rkj).

2. Multiply Pk’s together to get Q = e(g1, g2)s(
∑
{vk}−Ru) = Y s/e(gRu1 , gs2).

3. Multiply e(Du, E1) = e(gRu1 , gs2) with Q to get Y s.

4. Recover m by E0/Y
s.

7.6.2 Complex Access Structure

Another limitation of our basic construction is that it only supports simple dk-out-of-n threshold

policies, while Goyal et al.’s construction [GPSW06] supports a tree access structure. When we

consider the tree as a circuit, the interior nodes consist of t-out-of-n gates for arbitrary values of

t and n, and each leaf node is associated with an attribute and has value 1 if that attribute is

present in a given ciphertext.

This tree is the key idea behind the complex access structure construction. A polynomial px is

chosen for each node x in the tree. These polynomials are chosen in a top-down manner, starting

from the root node r, such that the degree of the polynomial px is one less than the threshold

value tx of that node. The value pr(0) at the root node depends on the AKeyGen algorithm. (In
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our case pr(0) = vk −
∑
j∈{1,...,N}\{k}Rkj .) For the other nodes x of the tree, px(0) is defined

to be pparent[x](index[x]) where parent[x] denotes the parent node of x and index[x] is merely a

distinct number for each node at the same level. Using the same approach as in [Cha07], it is

not difficult to see that the same tree-based key-structure can be used in our schemes, simply by

changing how the root key p(0) is generated.

7.6.3 Variable Thresholds across Authorities

Our basic construction requires the user to have enough attributes from every authority, but we

can easily let the encryptor leave out a certain subset of authorities by asking each authority

to issue to every user a decryption key corresponding to dk dummy attributes. In contrast to a

normal threshold cryptosystem, here the threshold will only be reduced if the encryptor chooses

to do so (by including dummy attributes in the ciphertext attribute set). Thus, each ciphertext

may have a different threshold.

Generalizing the above idea, each encryptor can reduce the threshold for a chosen set of

authorities to a non-zero value by adjusting the number of dummy variables included for those

authorities accordingly. Suppose dmax is the maximum threshold. If the encryptor wanted

to require d′ < dmax of the attributes, he could encrypt with respect to (dmax − d′) dummy

attributes in additional to the usual attributes. This does not incur heavy penalty in the efficiency

of the system, especially when we have a large universe construction to host the dummy attributes.

The use of dummy variables for flexible threshold policy in the ciphertext was suggested in

[Cha07]. We note that our scheme also allows flexibility in setting the threshold policy in the

key, simply due to the fact that our scheme supports different threshold values dk for different

users.

� End of chapter.
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Conclusion

The notion of identity-based encryption (IBE) was proposed as an economical alternative to

public-key infrastructures, and it turns out to be very useful in constructing various seemingly

unrelated cryptographic primitives. However, IBE is subject to the inherent key escrow problem.

Our proposal can be viewed as mitigating the key escrow problem in a new dimension. We propose

a new notion of anonymous ciphertext indistinguishability against KGC attacks (ACI − KGC),

which is orthogonal to existing notions like user anonymity. We modified Gentry’s IBE to get an

ACI − KGC-secure IBE in the standard model. We propose a new system architecture with an

anonymous key issuing (AKI) protocol to protect the confidentiality of the users identities. We

hope that future IBE proposals will consider ACI − KGC as one of the key properties, and IBE

with ACI − KGC or AKI protocol will find more applications.

This work opens a new area of research. An immediate problem is to see if a stronger

level of security is possible where the adversary is given an access of an embedded-identity

decryption oracle. Minimizing the trusted setup assumption and reducing the computational

assumption are also two important problems to address. Specifically, our proposal requires that

two group generators are generated honestly and requires a non-static assumption for security

against malicious users. Other possible research directions include proposing a new security

model, perhaps borrowing some elements from the paradigm of password-based key exchange

in the sense the “gain” obtained by the adversary from one query can be “limited”. Also, our

scheme was obtained by modifying existing IBE scheme, it may be interesting to design a new

IBE scheme “directly” for anonymous ciphertext indistinguishability.
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It is unrealistic to assume there is a single authority which can monitor every single attribute

of all users. Multi-authority attribute-based encryption enables a more realistic deployment of

attribute-based access control, such that different authorities are responsible for issuing different

sets of attributes. The original solution by Chase employs a trusted central authority and the

use of a global identifier for each user, which means the confidentiality depends critically on

the security of the central authority and the user-privacy depends on the honest behavior of

the attribute-authorities. We propose an attribute-based encryption scheme without the trusted

authority, and an anonymous key issuing protocol which works for both existing schemes and

for our new construction. We hope that our work gives a more practice-oriented attribute based

encryption system.

After the research in this thesis has been done, there are two new functional encryption

systems which achieve adaptive security in the standard model [LOS+10, OT10]. A natural goal

is to make any of these schemes support multi-authority, still with provable security guarantee

in the standard model.
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